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Power of Cochran's test in Behrens-Fisher problems 
George Nicholas Lauer II 
Under the supervision of Chien-Pai Han 
From the Department of Statistics 
Iowa State University of Science and Technology 
Suppose we have a random sample of size n^, , J =» 1,2,3, ... , n^, 
2 from and a second random sample of size n2, X2j' j ~ 1,2,3, ... , 
2 
n2, from 8(^2,02)' It is desired to test the hypothesis Ho:yi=U2 against 
2 Hi:ui?tlJ2 when no assumptions are made regarding and 02» This famous 
testing problem is known as the Behrens-Fisher problem. No universally 
accepted testing procedure now exists for this problem although certain 
exact procedures and simpler approximate procedures have been proposed. 
This thesis investigates an approximate test procedure which we term 
Cochran's test. 
The nominal level a Cochran's test has a critical region 
l%-X2l ^ Witi+W2t2 ^ 
(s2/n,+s2/n2)^ 
where x^ = ^i = Ij=i (xij-Xi)^/(ni-l), w^ = s^/n^, 
and t^ is the 100(l-%a)% point of the t-distribution with n^-1 degrees of 
freedom for i=1.2. A form of the distribution function of this test 
statistic is written as a multiple integral and then transformed to an 
expression which facilitates numerical computations for specific values 
of and n2. Size and power studies for several small sample combinations 
are then carried out to determine the behavior of the test for various 
2 
2 2 
values of R=a^/a2. Denote S(R) as the size function for fixed R. It is 
found that in a practical sense, the test is uniformly conservative for 
a=.05 in that sup S(R)-a<.0001 for the cases studied. 
R 
The univariate Behrens-Fisher problem is also considered when a 
preliminary F-test of level OQ is used for Boo:oi=02r°0" ^00 
o 9 2 
accepted then s£ and S2 are pooled to estimate OQ and the standard t-test 
is used to make a final test of HiO'%l"^2' ®00 rejected we use the 
Cochran's test for The distribution function of the statistic in the 
testing procedure is a natural extension of that for the single Cochran's 
test. Numerical computations are carried out for small samples and it is 
shown that for a proper choice of ag this procedure achieves a higher 
power than the single Cochran's test of the same size. 
Finally, the multivariate extension of Cochran's test is examined. 
Here, our samples are made up of the pxl vectors x,ij, i=l,2 and j=l,2,3, 
... , n^. The test of Hr>;ui=]i9 has a critical region 
(l,-Xo)'(S,/n,+So/no)"^6^TXo) > 
—J. ^ ^ - —- —" ^ W2_-W2 1 
where (S-ij-lï) (^ij-Ii) V(ni-l) , 
wj = jSj_/n^{, T^ = j ^ ^aCpj^i"?)^» 
L ini-pj J 
and F(v(p,n^-p) is the 100(l-a)% point of the F-distribution with = 
(p,nj-p) degrees of freedom for i=l,2. Monte Carlo techniques are 
employed to make an empirical analysis of the size and power behavior for 
the bivariate case. Results tend to be quite consistent with the findings 
in the univariate case. 
il 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of the Problem 
1. Univariate population 
Suppose we have a random sample of size n^, *11» *12' ^ 13' "* ' 
2 
, from N(y^, a^) and an independent random sample of size XI2, ^21* 
2 
^22' *23' •" ' *2^2' ^(#2' °2^ ' desired to test HQ:U^=U2 
against The test statistic to be used will depend on the 
knowledge about and O2. If and 02 are both known a normal test is 
used. If both are unknown a t-test is commonly used. 
Finally, if 02^02 and both are unknown then we are confronted with the 
Behrens-Fisher problem. There is no universally accepted testing pro­
cedure for this problem although an array of tests has been developed 
and will be discussed in the Review of Literature. The procedure of 
prime interest in this study is that suggested by Cochran (see Cochran 
and Cox, 1957, p. 101, and Cochran, 1964). This testing method will be 
referred to as Cochran's test (CT) and is described by the following. 
— r^i , 
*i ^  ^ j=l *ij/%i' 
" Ij=l (xfj ~ i=l»2, 
where f^=n^-i. Also, let t^ be the 100(l-%a) cumulative percentage 
point of the t-distribution with f^ degrees of freedom. The CI of 
against is to reject if 
|xi-=2l "itl+Wz'z 
V = — r ^ > , (1.1) 
(s^/n^+s^/n^)2 
2 
where w^=s^/n^, 1=1,2. The distribution of this test statistic depends 
2 2 
on the nuisance parameter, R^a^/a^, and therefore (1.1) is an approximate 
level a test procedure. However, it is asymptotically a normal test 
which is a result we would expect of a good approximate procedure. The 
fact that the CT statistic can be easily computed with reference only to 
standard t-tables has been reason for its inclusion in many statistical 
methods texts as a common Behrens-Fisher test. Cochran (1964) compared 
his procedure to that developed by Fisher (1935). Other than this, little 
has been written concerning the behavior of the size and power of this 
test. Chapter II makes a study of the CT in this connection. 
The relative merits of using the CT in an incompletely specified 
model will also be a topic under Investigation in this thesis. For this 
procedure a preliminary test of significance (PTS) will be made of the 
hypothesis Two possible preliminary alternative hypotheses 
are considered, the unilateral and bilateral cases. The hypotheses to be 
tested can be written as follows. 
B00:*i=*2 Eoi:*l>*2 1 
» unilateral, 
®10*^l"^2 ^ll*^l''^2 _ 
H00:*i"*2 BoiZCifog ! 
^io-^r^2 ®ir^i''^2 J 
(1.2) 
^ bilateral. 
To make the bilateral test of Hqq, we use a two-sided F-test of 
I 
level Oq with critical points and dg. When Hqq is accepted, i.e., 
d^ ^  s^/s2 ^2* 
we use a standard t-test of level to test 3^^:0=0, where 
H^Q is then rejected if 
^  ^ > t ,  ( 1 . 3 )  
SpCl/n^+l/ng)^ 
where Sp=(f^s^+f2S2)/(nj^+n2~2), and t is the 100(l-%a^) % point of the 
t-distribution with n^-fn^-Z degrees of freedom. 
When HQ Q  is rejected in the PTS, i.e., 
4/4 " ' ^2' 
we use the CT of nominal level to test Then is rejected if 
(1.1) holds true. The unilateral PTS procedure is the same as above with 
d^=0 and dg^d^ where d^ is chosen such that the F-test is of level a^. 
The levels a^, a^, and can be selected in various ways, each way 
giving rise to a procedure having certain desirable properties. 
The analysis of PTS procedures is the topic of discussion in Chapter 
III. A computational form for the distribution of the test statistic 
will first be derived. Then, after some general discussion on the 
behavior of the test, empirical studies will be carried out for several 
cases and compared to other work in this area. 
^ • lUU J. V at jLa uc y j-wi.* 
The multivariate Behrens-Fisher problem is similar in form to the 
univariate case. Suppose we have a random sample of size n^, containing 
the pxl vectors Xj_3» ••• > ^so avail­
able is an independent random sample of size n2, containing the pxl 
vectors x^^» ^22* —23' * —2n2' ^p ^ii.2'^2^ * desired to test 
H^:ju^<=V2 ^ë&inst 5^2' ^ the univariate case, the test statistic 
to be used will depend on the knowledge about the population covariance 
matrices, and ^2" these are both known a chi-square test is used 
with critical region given by 
' ($1/^1+1:2/^2)"^Gl-Ez) ^  Xa(P)' (1-4) 
where x^^ = Xij/^i» and x^Cp) is the lOO(l-a) % point of the 
chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. 
In many cases ^^=^2=$ but they are unknown. Then Hotelling's 
2 _ T -statistic is used to test and the critical region is given by 
Cx--x,)*S~^Gc--x,) > T^Cp.n -hi -p-1), (1.5) 
—-x —z £, —J. —z a J. z 
where we define 
1 ^n. 
and 
^i ~ f ^j=l ij~—i^ i 
C _ ^l^l'^^2^2 [1 11 
_ C ? —I • 
^l'^^2 1^1 
is an unbiased estimate of ^ (l/n^-5-1/^2), the covarianc 
In (1.5), 
T^(p,n +n -p-1) = P^^l"^2 F (p,n +n -p-l): 
^ - (n^-ki2-p-l) ^ ^ 
matrix of 
I 
where FA(p,n.2+n2-p-l) is the 100(1-0) % point of the F-distribution with 
(p,n^-hi2-?-l) degress of freedom. Both (1.4) and (1.5) are exact level 
a tests. 
Now if and both are unknown, we are confronted with a multi-
• X • z 
variate Behrens-Fisher problem. Certain methods have been devised for 
making the test and will be discussed in the Review of Literature. We 
wish to investigate the multivariate extension of Cochran's test in 
(1.1). 
A natural extension of the univariate CT to p dimensions would be 
2 2 
to use the generalized variance [s^/n^l in place of s^/n^ and (p,n^-p) 
2 in place of t , i=l,2, in (1.1). Then the multivariate Cochran's test 
i 
(MCT) of nominal level a has the critical region 
2 
V - (xT~x?) S ^CXQ^-X2^ ^ 
W^-KJ2 
(1.6) 
where we denote 
W. = is./n.I. 
X • X 1 • -
9 Lr Ip (n-T —1) 1 
= !:T^^(p,n^-?)]'^ = Fa(p,%i-p)j , i=l,2, 
j_(n^-p) J 
and S is a pxp matrix defined by 
S = S^/n^ + Sg/a^. 
As in the univariate problem, this test is attractive because it is 
asymptotically exact. It will be shown in Chapter IV that the test 
approaches the exact chi-square test in (1.4). The MCT is quite usable 
in that the computation of the statistic is relatively simple, a feature 
6 
which is lacking in some of the other Behrens-Fisher tests which have 
been developed. With this in mind we wish to discover what size and 
power characteristics can be expected when this test is used. Computa­
tions to this end are carried out in Chapter IV using Monte Carlo 
techniques. 
1. Univariate problem 
The Behrens-Fisher problem, as described in Section A-1, is named 
after the two men who first wrote on the problem. Fisher (1935) used a 
fiducial argument in his proposed solution. Sukhatme (1938) supplemented 
Fisher's work by computing critical points for certain selected cases. 
The fiducial approach has been subject to much criticism, so consequently 
many alternative procedures have been developed.-
Welch (1937) studied the u, v, and z-statistics to test Hq. For a 
nominal level a these tests have critical regions 
B. Review of Literature 
> 
'12» (1.7) 
V 
7 
where 
:i = - "i'i-
and is the 100(l-%a) % point of the t-distribution with n^+ng'Z 
degrees of freedom. These statistics can be written in general as 
Z 
[XlX^(fl)+X2X^(f2)]^ 
where Z~N(0,1). and are chi-square variates with f^ and f^ 
degrees of freedom, respectively. and X2 are functions of n^, n2, and 
2 2 
the nuisance parameter, R-a^/a^. Note that the u-statistic in (1.7) is 
the common t-statistic with pooled estimate of variance, identical to 
(1.3). The v-statistic, as in (1.1), has the property that the square 
of the quantity in the denominator is an unbiased estimate of the 
variance of the numerator. It is known that when R=1 the u-statistic 
should be used to test Hq. Welch (1937) discovered that when Rî^l, the 
size of the u-test varies substantially and the v-test gives more stable 
size, i.e.; the size varies from a less with v than u over the range of 
?.. The z-statistic has the property that its variance is one at R=0 
and <». The z-tast was found to be even less dependent on E. than u and v-
Since 1937 many papers have been written furthering Welch's non-
fiducial approach to the Behrens-Fisher problem. Hsu (1938) found the 
distribution of 
2 (xi-xo)^ 
u = —±—= , 
^1^1"'"^2^2 
8 
2 2 
which is equivalent to Welch's u and v -statistics for the appropriate 
2 
choices of A. and A^. Hsu then found the power function of u and 
computed size curves for Welch's u and v-tests for various small samples. 
Chand (1950) considered the probability of a Type I error when R is 
fixed within a range. This study differed from previous investigations 
in that some prior knowledge of R was assumed. Chand computed size for 
Welch's u and v-tests for some small samples. Both one-tailed and two-
tailed tests were considered for a».CI and .05. Some power points were 
computed for a=.05. 
Gronow (1951) obtained approximations to the moments of the distribu­
tion of Welch's u and v-statistics using Fisher's k-statistics. Gronow 
arrived at a result which is more computationally convenient than that of 
Hsu (1938). Size and power curves were computed for (n^,n2) = (10,10) 
and (15,5), for a=.01 and .05. 
Rosenberg (1957) derived a modified version of Welch's z-statistic 
to be used for the case n^=3, ^ 2"^ where the z-statistic is undefined. 
Rosenberg's z is given by 
•  .y--.... 
IZtTT*-
—i + — 
I o_ £ c I 
r^ri ""2"2 J 
Rosenberg computed the size for (5^,5^) = (5,5) and (3,5), for a=.05 
using his derived distributions of the u, v, and z-statistics. He 
verified Welch's conclusions that v has more size stability over the 
range of R than has u, but less than z. 
The tests discussed so far in this section are based on scae 
9 
statistic and critical point, t^g- A testing procedure based on a 
o 2 
variable critical point, h(s^,s^,a), was first introduced by Welch 
(1947). He considered both a series expansion solution and a non-
series approximation in his paper, although according to Bartlett (1956) 
"there is a permissible criticism of Welch's solutions, namely, that the 
existence of an exact solution in his sense has never been rigorously 
established." Wilks (1940) claimed that in fact an exact solution of 
the form 
= a 
is not possible but no proof was published. On the other hand, it 
appears that asymptotically the test would give good results. This was 
É 
brought to light by Wallace (1958). 
In regard to the work of Welch (1947), Aspin (1948) proceeded "(a) 
to extend this expansion to some further terms, (b) to investigate the 
numerical behaviour of the expansion in some particular cases and (c) to 
consider the comparative merits of a rearranged form of the expansion." 
The particular cases considered were n^=n2=7,13,19 for a=.05. Critical 
points were tabulated for values of g(s^,s2) = X^s^/(x^s^+X2S2) ranging 
from .5 to 1, where X^=l/n^. Here, size is dependent on g(s^,S2) instead 
of the traditional R used in earlier work. Aspin (1949) .later published a 
more complete table of critical values. The points included were all 
2 2 
combinations of n^^n^ — 7,9,11,16,21,™, where g^s^,^^) — 0(.1)1 for 
a=.01 and .05 for a one-tailed test. Trickett et (1956) computed 
tables for the same specifications only for a two-tailed test. 
IX1-X2I > 2 2 . 
- h(s^,S2,o) 
10 
Ura (1955) compared the power function of the Welch (1947) test to 
that of the t-test for the case R=l. It was shown that the power is 
about the same unless large or small, or n^ and ng are both 
small. 
The above work based on Welch's varying critical point suffers 
from the drawback of being somewhat difficult to use in its exact form. 
So, many papers have been written suggesting alternative functions, 
2 2 h(s^,P2>o), which yield approximate tests that are easier to compute. 
McCullough et al. (1960) and McCullough (1961) considered an 
approximate test of Hq with critical region 
Y(r, ,r,) - > 1, (1.8) 
^1^1'^2^2 
where r^ and r^ are chosen such that the size can be bounded by a over 
all R in a specified range. The cases where it is known 1«R«» 
(unilateral) and 0<R<® (bilateral) were both considered. By setting the 
size of the test equal to a at the extreme values of R in each case, r^ 
and rg can be computed. It was found 
^1 " t7/(n^f^), i=l,2, 
for the bilateral case. 
Although the test in (1.8) appears to have a constant critical 
point, it can be rewritten as a test with critical region for the 
bilateral case given by 
(1.5) 
s^/ni+s^/n, s^/n^+Sg/np 
11 
Note that this is simply a Welch (1947) test with 
bhsf.s'.) . . 
The Welch-type test (WT) ia (1.9) can also be seen to be the same as the 
test attributed at about the same time to Bauerjee (1960) for the case 
of two populations. 
The CT in (1.1) is seen to be of the same form as the WT with 
HslsU . Ï1W2. 
^ Wj^-tW2 
The similarity of the WT and CT will be explored later. As mentioned 
previously, the only paper studying the behavior of the CT is that of 
Cochran (1964), who compared his test to the numerical computations 
carried out by Sukhatme (1938) ou the Fisher (1935) ';est. He found that 
for small or moderate n^yag the approximation gives slightly too many 
significant results at level a=.10. At levels a=.01 and .05 it tends " 
to be conservative. 
A thorough study of an approximate degree of freedom (APDF) test 
was made in an unpublished work by Yao (1962). The nominal level a 
APDF test has critical region 
where 
^ ^lIs^/n^H-s^/ngl ^2 {s^7n~+s|7n^{ 
12 
and tg is the 100(l-%a) % point of the t-distribution with f degrees of 
freedom. Yac found that this test compares quite favorably in size 
behavior with the Welch (1947) test. 
A comparative study of many of the tests with varying critical 
points was made by Mehta and Srinivasan (1970). In this paper the size 
and power behavior of the tests developed by Banerjee, Fisher, Welch, 
and others were compared for small samples. 
Scheffe (1943) approached the Behrens-Fisher problem from a differ­
ent standpoint than any of the previously mentioned works. His confidence 
interval approach has the attributes that only t-tables are required and 
the computations involved in finding the intervals are quite simple. Also 
the validity does not depend on the unknown parameter, R. However, the 
method is sometimes criticized because it is required that the samples be 
in order or be randomized, and a set of statistics 
^i ~ *ii ~ Zj=l ^ij^2j ' ^"^»2,3, ... , n^, n^ — n2, 
is used rather than the original observations and the set of sufficient 
— — 2 ? 
statistics (x^jX^jsTssp. The randomization procedure can lead to quite 
varied results. Consequently, Scheffe himself concluded his method should 
not be used in practice (see Scheffe, 1970). 
Since a t-test is used to test Hq when 0^=02 where both are unknown, 
and a Behrens-Fisher procedure is used when CirC?, a logical question 
arises. Which test does one use if it is suspected but not known that 
ai=C2? This question suggests the use of a ?TS as described in Section 
A-1. A PTS of the equality of o^ and O2 is made using an F-test. The 
13 
final test of equality of and is then made using a t-test or 
Behrens-Fisher test; whichever is indicated by the PTS. Very little 
has been written on the use of a PTS in this context. Most of the 
studies in the use of PTS procedures have been in relation to pooling 
sums of squares in analysis of variance problems. Paull (1950) and 
Bozivich et (1956) concerned themselves with various problems of 
this nature. Kale and Bancroft (1967) and Lauer (1969) studied the 
effects of using a PTS in determining whether or not to pool means in 
testing the mean of a normal population. 
Studies of PTS procedures incorporated in Behrens-Fisher problems 
seem to be confined to the work of McCullough (1961) and Gurland and 
McCullough (1962). They proposed to use a level Oq F-test to test 
^00 accepted, a standard t-test with pooled estimate 
of variance is used to test is rejected, they 
suggested using some constant multiple of the t-statistic to make the 
Behrens-Fisher test of E^g. They derived the size and approximate 
power formulas for the PTS procedure. Using these, size and power 
computations were carried out for (n^.ng) = (3,3), (3,5), (3,7), (5,3), 
(5,5), and (7,3). In addition, Gurland and HcCullough (1962) investi­
gated the use of a PTS procedure using the wT studied in HcCullough et 
al. (1960) as the Behrens-Fisher test. Some size and power comparisons 
were made between the two PTS procedures for the unilateral case. It 
was discovered that neither PTS procedure was uniformly better than the 
other but both shewed that certain improvements in size control can be 
made over the respective Behrens-Fisher tests made singly. 
I 
14 
2. Multivariate problem 
The multivariate Behrens-Fisher problem has been studied in some 
depth with most of the solutions arising quite naturally from extensions 
of thé univariate problem. Welch (1947) pointed out that his solution 
for the univariate population could be extended to testing the equality 
of means of several populations. Although this is still in the realm of 
univariate statistics it was one of the first times consideration had 
been given to a more extensive Behrens-Flsher testing problem. The test 
of equality of many means is considered again in a paper by James (1951). 
He carried through with an exact series solution, which in its entirety 
is very complicated in nature and tests using all the terms of the 
expansion are difficult to compute. James also considered a shortened 
form of the expansion, welch (1951) derived this shortened form using an 
alternative approach. 
The multivariate Behrens-Flsher problem, where samples are obtained 
from multivariate normal populations with unknown covarlance matrices, 
was studied by Bennett (1951). His work is an extension of the Scheffe 
(1943) univariate solution. James (1954) developed a solution to the 
multivariate problem which incorporates a series analogous to that in 
James (1951). 
The APDF test was considered in a multivariate context by Yao (1962, 
1965). The test of Hg:has critical r-jion 
v2>T2(p,f^), (1.10) 
where is defined in (1.6), 
15 
1 
f-, 
y^S-lSlS-l^ l2 1 
+ T. 
^'S-^S2S'^Z 
'S-^ 
and 
y ~ Np (Ei-1L2'^l/^l42/:^2) 
Finding a distribution of the statistic in (1.10) would be difficult if 
not impossible. Yao undertook a Monte Carlo study to determine the 
behavior of the APDF solution. For bivariate populations, size computa­
tions were carried out for (f^,f2) = (6,12), (12,12), and (6,18) for 
nominal levels a=.01 and .05. The results were compared to the James 
(1954) series solution. It was discovered for the cases studied that the 
size is controlled better with the APDF test than with the James series 
h^ solution. 
C. Summary 
Denote the size function of the CT as S(R). It is discovered in 
this study that S(0)=S(«)=a and for n2=n2» sup S(R)=a. In this instance, 
the test is a true size a test or what we term a uniformly conservative 
test. For n^^2 is shown that when {n2-n2l'* sup S(R)-a>0, however, 
this difference is small. For all combinations of n^,n2 = 3,5,7,9,13,21 
and for a = .01, .05, .10 it is found that sup S(S)-.01<.0066, sup S(S)-
R R 
.05<.0001, and sup S(R)-.10=0, respectively. The CT tends to be 
extremely conservative for values of R near one when n^ and n? are small. 
However, this disadvantage is overcome as n-, and n2 increase. When the 
CT is compared to the markedly similar WI, it is seen that the CT is 
better in both size and power characteristics. 
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In the preliminary testing procedures when the equality of variances 
Is uncertain, we denote the size function by S^(R). If we use a procedure 
whereby a2"Ct, then S]j(0)=SxC®)=a when the CT is used as the Behrens-Fisher 
statistic, can be chosen such that Sjj(l)=a and an optimal Oq, denoted 
by UQ, is selected to obtain the best size a test. This procedure reduces 
the extreme conservatlveness which is characteristic of the CT for small 
samples. With a simpler procedure where «1=02"°^» "0 be chosen to 
give a size a test which is uniformly better than the single CT. For 
nj^=n2"n>3, cxq is approximated by aQ=5/n^. This value fits the empirical 
results for n = 5,7,9,13. For n«3, aQ«=.47 is recommended. 
The MCT is studied empirically for bivariate populations. The 
samples investigated are (fi,f2) = (6,6), (6,12), (6,18), and (12,12). 
It appears that the bivariate MCT behaves in about the same manner as 
the univariate CT. As R-vO,® the size of the test approaches a and for 
0 < R< », the test tends to be conservative. 
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II. THE SIZE MD POWER OF COCHRAN'S TEST 
A. Computational Formulas for the Power Function 
The critical region of the CT of HQ:%2-W2=G=0 against H^iô^O is, 
from (1.1), 
V > witi-Hf2t2 
If R is known, the size of the test, which is dependent on R, can be 
written as 
S(R) = Pr[reject | 6=0,R] 
= Pr , 2 ,  I  
L J 
When R is unknown, S(R) is à variable which, for the sake of discussion, 
will be referred to as the size function or "size", although true size is 
really a single valus given by sup S(S). 
It is known that 
2 ^ / 2  2 / ^  \  *  
.2/. x.2,_ " 
l'"l""2'"2 
and that all three of these chi-squares are independent. Substituting 
these into S(R) we obtain 
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wnere 
S(R) = Pr cx^Ci) 
ViX2(fi)+ V2x2(f2) 
c=R/n^+l/n2, v^=R/(n^^f 2^) , 
(2.1) 
*^(X^(fi),X^(f2)'*) Vitix2(fi) + V2t2x2(f2) 
v^X^Cf^) + V2X^(f2^ 
(2.2) 
So given a, n^, n2, and R, the size of the CT is specified. 
The power of the test can be written as a function of R in a manner 
similar to the size. Denoting power by P(R,X) it is seen that 
P(R,X) = Pr[reject Hq ] 5] 
= Pr V2 > 
I Wt+W2 T
2/1 X) 
= prf cx'2(l, 
|v,x^(i-,) + v^X^(FO) 
> *2(x2(f2),x2(f2),o) 
where x'^(l;^) represents a non-central chi-square variate with one degree 
of freedom and non-centrality parameter, X. It is easily verified that 
X — 
a2/i.^+o2/„2 
2r TINH 
- % 1  
^2+^1 R 
McCullcugh (1961) showed that the approximation of Patnaik (1949) 
gives sufficient accuracy for the power of the specific cases under con­
sideration. This approximation will be used throughout to simplify the 
computations and to facilitate comparisons with McCullough's results. 
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Patnalk's approximation uses a central chi-square distribution to 
approximate the non-central chi-square distribution. Let x' (1,%) be 
approximated by rx^(s). Then r and s are found to be (1+2X)/(1+X) and 
(l+X) /(1+2X), respectively. When X=0, we have r=s=l so the approxima­
tion yields exact results for the size. Using the above, the size and 
power are expressed as 
S(R) = P(R,0), 
P(R,X) = Pr crx^Cs) no 9 
Vix2(f^) + VaxZCfg) * 
. (2.3) 
From now on we will write the chi-square random variables as 
Xi=X^(fl), X2=X^(f2), X3=x^(s). 
Also, let the joint density of these three independent chi-squares be 
denoted by 
f(xi,x2,x3) = ]k"xi^lx2^2%2^3 e ^ ^"l'"2'"3', (2.4) 
where 
k* = [r(%fi)r(%E2)r(%s)2%(fi+f2+s)i-i^ 
^i ^  
q, = %(s-2). 
1. The case when n2^=n2=n 
when the two sample sizes are equal, can be seen 
that 
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P(R,X) = Pr crX3 (2.5) 
This can be computed for particular cases by using the distribution 
function of Y, F^Cy), derived by McCullough et al. (1950). Y is any 
random variable of the form 
Y = 
where and ^2 are positive constants. However, Fy(y) is difficult to 
compute when s is not an integer, i.e., X#0. We wish to consider the 
distribution function of Y in a more general form and to establish a 
framework to be used in Chapter III, so an alternative approach is taken 
in the development of computational formulas for the evaluation of (2.5). 
It is found that with appropriate transformations, (2.5) can be expressed 
in general closed form as the product of several finite summations and 
gamma functions, when both sample sizes are odd integers, greater than 
or equal to three. 
Equation (2.5) can be written as 
P(R,X) = r r 
f(xT_,x2jX2) dx]^dx2dx2. 
The region of integration is 
^2 ~ f(%^)X2,Xo) Î crx^ ^ ^^l^l"^2^2^^0' i™A,2,3}. 
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Let us make the transformation 
yi=ViXi+V2X2, 72=^2» y3==3' 
Then 
%!= (71-^272)/Vi, 2 '' 
and the Jacobian is 
1/VI -VG/V, 0 
J = 0 1 0 = l/v^ 
0 0 1 
The region of integration becomes 
= {(71,72,73): yi^^2y2' yi>o* 1=1,2,3}. 
Let 
Then 
t' = cr/t. 
r ° r r V^: 
P(R,X) = , * -%f 1 , qi 1 (yi"V272) 
0 0 
9 3 
72 7? exp {-hiyjv^ + (1-^2/^1)72+73]} d72d7id7^. (2.6) 
Let q»qi=q2- When n is odd, q is an integer and we can use a binomial 
expansion to get 
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P(R,X) - I'l-o 
y^ 2 exp {-^ Ey^ /Vi+Cl-Vg/v^ Xyg+ys]} <iy2dy^ dy2. (2.7) 
a. The case R#1 When Rfl, ^^^^2 and we proceed as follows. Let 
ui-yi, Uz-csfZ' *3^3' 
where Cg^^Cl-Vg/v^). The Jacobian is J^l/cg. Then 
P(R,X) = 
t'u, C2U^/v2 
kV' to 
q-i 
(l/c3)2q-i+l u^iu3^3 exp [-kiu^/v^+n^)] 
. 2q-i -uo. . 
IU2 e '•) augOu^aug. u.o; 
Note that an integral of the form 
u%~- du 
can be integrated successively to obtain 
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Using this method (2.8) becomes 
P(R,X) 
» «t'u 
0 0 
to [go' 
(cg/Vz)^^"^"^ exp [-(c3/v2+l/(2v^))u^] 
-(2q-i)I exp [-u^/(2v3^)^e ^ du^du2> 
wnere 
K^(i) = k*Vi-%fl(4l)(_v2)4-i(i/c2)29 -i+1 
(2.9) can be written as 
P(R,X) = P^^(&,X)+Pi2(*')')' 
where 
Pll(&,X) = -
rt'u. 
to Çô' 
•'o ''o 
Cc3/V2)^° ^ ^  u^*'* ^ exp [c3/v2+1/(2v^))u^] 
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PlzCB^X) 
.t ' 
rO 
0 0 
i q, -%Uo 
exp [-u,/(2V^)]u2 du^du^. 
Now make the transformations 
V4"l' =3="3' 
in P^^(R,X) and P^gCR,^), respectively, where 2^=02/^2+1/(2^1) and 
0^=1/(2vi). The Jacobians are 1/c^ and l/c^, respectively. Then 
Pll(R,X) 2q-j+l 
0 0 
q^ -^Zg 2q-j -z-| 
Z.3 e (2^ e ) dz^dz^i 
^22 
.t'cszs 
Il-O Kl(i)(2q-l)l (I/C5) i+1 
'0 0 
^3 -^*3 i "^1 
z- ® (z^e -) dz-dz^. 
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where 
Integrating these expressions as before we obtain 
Pll(R.,X) = - Zl-O K2(i'j)(l/C4)29-j+l 
r j^q-j <2,-j)! , 
j_ 'k^O (2q-]-k) I ^ 
,^^j2q-i-k ^^2q-t<J3-3-k ^ [.(t 
- (2q-j)! e > dZg, 
(R»^) - ~ Zi=0 Ki(i)(2q-i)! a/c ) 
i+1 
(±tl) I (t'cg)^ ^  ^ exp[-(t' c^+%)z^] 
q„ -^z 1 
- iî Z3 e j> dZg. 
Let y.= c,z^ In P,,(R,X) and y.=c^z_ in P,,(R,X), where c,=t'c,+% and 
O O ^ XX ^ ' -J -L^ O H 
'^7~t'05+^. me Jacobians are l/c^, 1/c^, respectively. The final inte­
gration yields 
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Pll(R,X) K2(i,j)(l/c4)^9-j+^ 
{l%0' (t'c4)2^-^-^(l/c6)'^-^-^^3+lr(2q-j4^3-k+l) 
-(2q-j)! 2'^3*^r(q3+l)j>, 
Pl2(%,&) = -li=0 Kl(i)(2q-i)l (1/05)^+1 
feo alfer (t ' C5) ^-'"(l/c?) ^-^-^3+4 (i+q^k+l) 
-i! 2^3*'"^r(q3+l)^ • (2.10) 
Recall that 
P(R,X) = PI3^(R,X)+PI2(Ï^'^)» 
•î"T^  £M .'J*.*.  ^ / O 1 when R#l, the constants were defined in the development c 
by t'=cr/t2, C3=^(l-V2/vO, 26=^3/^2+1/(2^1), C5=l/(2vi), CQ=t^c^+k, and 
Cy=t'Cc+%. 
B. The case R^l In this instance VT=V2 SO we must use another 
derivation since C3=0 and I/C3 in (2.8) is undefined. For this case, (2.7) 
simplifies to 
r'Ts ryi/v2 -0» 
?(1,À) 
J J j 
0 0 I 
IL. (?)(-V2)=!--
1=V A 
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y^3 exp[-^ (71/^1+73)] 
" -t'y 
n—*f 
0 0 
(yi/va)^*^"^"^^ yi Ys ^ expE-^Cy^/Vj^+y^)] dy^^dy^. 
Make the transformation 
Vsyi' "3=^3 ' 
where Cg=l/(2v2^). The Jacobian is J=l/cg. P(1,X) becomes 
P(1,X) -
t'cgus 
^1=0 ^3^^^"3 ® 
q3 -3^3 
0 0 
where 
2q+l -Ui . . 
e - au^aug. 
(i)=k*v, [l/(2q-i+l)](l/v2)^'^"^'^^ K-
Carrying through the integration by parts we obtain 
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P(1,X) = -
s-o 
(t ^ exp[-(t'cg+%)ug] 
° 3  
- (2q+l) I Ug e ? dug. 
Let Zg^cgug, where cg=t'cg+^. The Jacobian is J=l/cg and integrating 
again, P(1,X) finally becomes in its entirety 
* -'2 h f .  
P(1,A) = -k "^(l/cg)^^^^ 1^=0 (£>(-^2^ 
[l/(2q-i+l)] (l/Vg) 2q-i+i 
(l/cg)^ '^ " '^^ 3+2 r(2q-j+q.+2) - (2q+l) I 2^^ r(q.+l) !>. (2.11) 
So when n2"=n2=n-35 and n is odd, the size and approximate power of 
Cochran's test can be expressed by the closed form expressions in (2.10) 
for Rî'l, and (2.11) for R=l. It is noted that (2.11) is a form of the 
approximate distribution function for the non-central t-statistic since 
?(1,X) = ?r[t'^(2(n-l) ,X^) > j, 
where t'2(2(t:-l) ,X^) represents a variate from the non-central 
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t-distribution with 2(n-1) degrees of freedom and non-centrality 
parameter. 
2. The case when n2^2 
When n29^n2, ?(R,X) is more difficult to deal with since P(S,X) in 
(2.3) cannot be simplified directly. After making many unsuccessful 
attempts to obtain closed form expressions we take the following 
alternative approach for odd values of n-^ and n2. 
From (2.3), P(R,X) can be written in the integral form 
p(R,x) ;  f(x^.x^fX^) dx^dx2dx2. 
Al 
where 
Let 
2 
Ai = {(xg^.xg.xg) : crx3(vj^xj^/x2+v2^ > *2 ^^1^1*1^*2"^2^2^ * 
x^ > 0, i-1,2,3}. 
^1 " ^l^l(^l/^2)"^2^2' y2"*2» 
Then Xj = y2 (yx~"^2^2^/^^l^l^ » 2^2*^2 » *^*^3» and the Jacobian is 
J=y2/(vT^tT^). Now A, can be written 
"1 ^  {(71,72'^3^' 0 < 72 < 8(71)73, 7i > Vgtg, y^ > 0}, 
where 
:(7i) " C-(7i-''-'2-2''"^2^1'(^' 
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Therefore, we have 
P(R,X) = 
•" p" pg (71)73 
][y^(Y1-^2^2^/(Vit^)] ^ 
V2 ^2 ® ^ 
y2 Yg " exp{-%[y2(y3^-V2t2-K)^t^)/(Vj^t3^)+y3j} dygdy^dy]^. (2 
Consider the transformation 
Ul=yi» U2="h(yi)y2, uj^y^, 
where hCy^) = (yj^-V2t2+v^t-)/(2v-^t^). We find that J=l/h(Ui^). Denote 
q]2°<li+<l2* Then 
P(R,X) 
.g(u2)h(ui)u2 
[k*/(viti)][l/h(ui)] 
It 0+2 
0 0 
qi 93 q 2+1 -u_ 
[<Ui-V2t2)/(Vit^)] ^ U3 -"e e > du^du^du-
^12+^ 
-[k73 [1/h(u^)] ^  [(Ui-VfC?)/(Viti)i .,^1 
V2t2 0 
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^ \Hj^2 * **"' • — — O 
Qo -^"o-J 
exp[-(g(uT^)h(u^)+%)u2] - (q^+1) ! e > du^du^. (2.14) 
Further, make the following transformation 
z^-u^, Z3-p(uj^)u3, 
where p(u^)=g(u^)h(u^)+%. Then J=l/p(z2). Substituting this in (2.14), 
multiplying by J, and integrating in z^ to a gamma function, it is found 
that 
f" 
P(R,A) 
412+:,, _ ^ ,,41 
-[k7(v3^t^)][l/h(z^)] 
^2^2 
qi2-i+i 
q -i+q+2 
[l/?(zi)] ^  ^ r(q^^_i4q^+2) 
qo+l -1 
- (q^^+i) i 2 r(q3Ti) I» dz^. (2.15) 
It was found that when functions of z^ were combined, the result was not 
directly integrable to any known closed form expression. Consequently, 
the computational form for the power function of Cochran's test will be 
left in the single integral form, (2.15). Evaluation will be carried out 
numerically using a computer for various odd values of and n2, when 
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ni^2* Valid results are also obtainable with (2.15) for n2_'=n2, but the 
expressions in (2.10) and (2.11) are easier to use in this case. 
B. The Behavior of the Size and Power 
1. Theoretical development 
A very necessary property of an approximate test is that as n^ and 
tl2 become large, it should approach a normal test. Let represent the 
I00(l-%a) % point of the standard normal distribution. Since n2,n2 
2 2 2 2 
implies t2,t2 s^ S2 a2, the CT is asymptotically a 
normal test. Therefore, for a CT of nominal level a 
lim S(R)=a VR, 
n^,n2 » 
11m P(R,X),=1 V&,WO, . 
^l'°2 * 
where S(R) is given by (2.1) and S(R)=P(R,0). 
The behavior of S(R) as 2. -> C,= is apparent by examining (2.1) and 
(2.2). Since 
lim v^/c=Û, lim Vo/c=l/f9> 
R 0 ^ R + 0 
lim <j)^(XT,X,,a)=t^, 
R 0 
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where t(f2) represents a variate from the t-distribution with ££ degrees 
So at the extreme values for R, the size of the CT approaches o. 
Analogously, as R ->• 0,», the power function, P(R,X) , will approach the 
power of the t-tests with ^2 and fj_ degrees of freedom, respectively. 
Some insight into the size behavior of the CT for 0<R«*' can be gained 
by comparing it to the WT procedure, (1.9), of McCullough et al. (1960). 
For U2_=n2, the tests are identical. Wald (1955) showed for this case that 
S(0)=a, S(°=)=a, S(R) is decreasing when 0<R<1, S(R) is increasing when 
1<R«», and S(R) is minimum at R=l. Consequently, for n^=n2 the WT and CT 
are uniformly conservative in the sense that the size function is bounded 
above by a. Hence the tests are true size a tests. Extending "aid's work 
for can be shown that the size of the WT is still bounded above by 
a and is decreasing for 
^ ^^ ^ <«3 m C "f -f T V 1 TV 
lim v^/c=l/f., lim ^2/0=0 
R ^  0» R " 
lim <i)^(X]_,X2,a)=t|. 
R 00 
Hence 
= Pr[t^(f3_) > t^] = a. 
srhsn nn-n?. The details of this development will not be presented here 
It is easily shown that 
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ri-1^24 
{ Wt+WO 
L. - -J 
r 2 2-» 
w-]+W2 
where equality holds when n^=n2. Hence, the critical point for the CT is 
less than or equal to that for the WT. Thus, we would expect the size and 
power of the CT to be at least as high as for the WT. Due to the similar­
ity of the CT and WT tests we would expect similar behavior over the range 
of R. The point in question now is whether or not the CT is uniformly con­
servative when Since we have already shown S(R) -> a at the extremes 
in R, we will attempt to find out whether it approaches a from above or 
below. 
S(R) in (2.1) can be written as 
where 
S(R) = Prix^Cl) > i|^i(Xi,X2,R)j 
(2.16) 
and ^2,^2 given in (2.2). Now by interchanging n^ and n2, t^ and tg, 
and replacing R by 1/R in (2.16), the size remains constant by the symmetry 
of the test. Therefore, 
where 
Then 
S(R) = Prix^d) > ^2(Xi,X2,S)], 
•,cx, ,x,,E) -
2  1 2  (Rn2-rni) (v2Xt_-K)T_X2) 
S(R) = %Pr[x^(l) > 4'i(X2,X2,R)] + %Pr 1x^(1) > 
CO CO r~ 03 
r r ! f 
% i 
1 
^ i 1 <!, [(2t)'^r(%)]-"e"^"dt + |[(2t)'^r(%)3-^e-^tdt > 
Jo Jo iJi|^i(Xi,X2,R) Jil^^Cx-j ,x?,R) 
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f(x2,x2) dxidx2' 
where f(x2,X2) represents the joint density function of two independent 
chi-square variates with f^ and f2 degrees of freedom. By Leibnitz's 
rule for multiple integrals 
& S(R) = % 
0 0 
I|'I(XI,X2,R) - [(2ti)2(xi»X2,R))'^r(%)]~^e~'^2^*l'^2»^5 
dR ^2^*1**2'^^^ f(xi,X2) dx2dx2. (2.17) 
If this integral is negative, we know the size function is decreasing. 
If the integral is positive, size is increasing. Therefore, we will 
find the range of R for which the sign of the integrand is the same for 
all x^ and X2. let I be the quantity in braces in (2.17). Since we are 
interested only in the sign of I and are going to compare it to zero, we 
can multiply I by the positive quantity 
(Rn2+ni)^^^(2nin2)^^^r(l/2). 
We thus obtain I^ which is found to have the form 
-M, 
In == -Qie •^-Q2e , 
where 
— %'2(x2,x2»^/ » ^2 ~ ^ ^2^^1*^2*^'  
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3/2 
+ [n2&(t2-2t2)-hi2(2t]^-t2) (V]^X2+V2X2) » 
2 p 2 ? Q2 = {[tin2Bx2/f 
3/2 
+[n2R(ti-2t2)+a2(2t^-t2) 3x^x2/(f^f 2^ }/ (^2X1+^1X2) 
Define c*=f2(2ti-t2)/(fi^t2) and let R -> 0. 
a. The case ni<n2 In this instance t2>t2 and the following hold. 
Ql>0, Q2>0 if l/c*<:x.y-^y<c*, 
-M. -M« 
Ql>0, Q2-O, e >e if , 
-M, -M, . 
Ql-0, Q2>0, e <e if x]^/x2-l/c . 
We now show Iq<0 in each of these regions. When Q2>0, Q2>0, then 
obviously ln<0. Now we will show by contradiction that Q2>!Q2|=-Q2 
when x]^/x2-c*. Assume the opposite. Then Q2--Q2 Implies 
r-t«n-.Xo/f «+n, f2t-.-t«)x-.x^/ ff-.f 1 /xi^^^ 6 1 6 i ' X 6' X 6 ' X 6'- 6 
- [t2nj^x^/f 2-n^(2t^-t2)x^X2/(f 3^f 2) ] 
which reduces to 
((2t^-t2)/t2)[(XT/X2)^^^+1] - [xi/x2+(xi/x2)"^"]fi/f2' 
Since C2>t2 and ^£^^1 write 
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[(xi/x2)^^^+l] < [x3^/x2+Cx^/x2)^^^]. 
Let X2^/x2=l+e where e>0. Then we have 
(l+£)"'^+l < l+E+(l+e)-'^ 
1+e < e/(1+6)^^^+1 
1/2 
(1+e) < 1 
1+e < 1. 
This is a contradiction. So Q^>1Q21 for all xj_/x2>l, hence for x^/x2-
îk 
c >1. Therefore, in this region Iq<0. By symmetry it can be shown 
1Qt1<Q2 when x-,/x2^1/c*. Therefore, we conclude Iq<0 for all xi/x2* 
S(R) is decreasing from o at R«0. 
b. The case n2>n2 Here, ti<t2 and it is evident that c*<l. 
It is easily verified that 
Q2<0, Q2<0 Vx-j^/x2j if Zt^-Cg-O, 
Qi<0 if x2^/x2<l/c*, 2ti-t2>0, 
q^<0 if xi/x2>c*, 2ti~t2>Q' 
We see that 
lim c*=0, lim l/c*=<», 
"1^"2 " 
and therefore Qi^,Q2<0 for all x-,/x2 as n^/ng -»•«'. As a result, Iq>0 
and S(R) is increasing from a at R=0. 
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In summary, in this section we have discovered that the CT is 
identical to the WT for ni=n2 and thereby is uniformly conservative 
with its minimum size at R=l. By the symmetry of the foregoing results, 
we have also found in general that 
ni<n2 < 
ni>n2 
lim 
a 0 
lim 
"1—2 
lim 
ni/n2 
lim 
S(R) 
lim S(R) 
0 R « 
lim S(R) 
» R -»• 0 
= a 
S(R) = a 
In the most general sense, the CT is not uniformly conservative as is 
the WT. However, for the vast majority of values of it may very 
well be conservative, although no rigorous proof of this seems feasible. 
From the similarity of the CT and the WT and the computation of S(R) for 
several specific values of n^ and n2, we can say that the difference 
sup S(R)-a is always small, perhaps negligible for practical work. More 
will be said about this in what follows. 
2. Results of computations 
In order to learn more about the behavior of the size and power 
function of Cochran's test, computations for several cases were carried 
out using a computer. The results are tabulated in the Appendix. Tables 
demonstrating the behavior of ether tests are included for comparison. 
Extensive computations for nominal level a=.05 are tabulated since this 
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is one of the most commonly used levels in actual practice. Some results 
are also included for ci=.01 and .10. Only the values R^l need be con­
sidered because of symmetry. 
Table 1 contains the size of the standard t-test, (1.3), as R varies. 
Denote the test by t^ to indicate the dependency on R. At R=l, size equals 
•05 because the test is exact in this instance. Note the large deviations 
above .05 when n.]_-n2 the wide fluctuations below .05 when n2_>n2. 
Furthermore, it is not immediately obvious what the upper bound on the 
size is. These results were a common finding in many papers on the 
subject and were what prompted researchers to find better tests to be 
used in Behrens-Fisher problems. 
Tables 2 and 3 contain size computations for the WT and CT for 
a=.05. These results tend to support the findings of the previous 
section. The gradual approach to an exact level .05 test is evident 
as ^ "^^he tests are also exact as R ->• 0,® as pointed out before. 
The WT and CT are seen to be the same for n2_=n2» The CT exceeds the 
WT in size for n]_^2» however, the difference is not too great when 
jn-,-n, i is small. From the tables, both tests look uniformly conserva­
tive but consistent with the development of the previous section, it was 
found that the size function of the CT ventures above .05 slightly for 
large R. The tendency of size to exceed .05 appears to increase as 
jn2_-n2l increases. However, even for n-=3; 3^=21 it is found that sup 
S(R)-.05<.0001, so for all practical purposes we can consider the CT to 
be uniformly conser'/ative at level c=.05. 
Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the size behavior of the WT and CT 
for a=.01 and .10. Since s^p S(R)-.Oi<.0006 and s^p S(R)-.10=0 for all 
I 
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the cases considered, it appears that as a increases, sup S(R)-a becomes 
less significant. 
Tables 8, 9, and 10 contain a power comparison between the CT, WT, 
and u^. u^ is the t-test of (1.7) where it is assumed R is known and 
size equals .05 for that value of R. It is an optimum test in that 
sense. For R=1 t^=u^ so the values in Table 8 are values for the power 
R K 
of the t-test. Tables 9 and 10 contain the power of the tests for R=4 
and 10, respectively. Note that the power approaches one as 
It is interesting to note that the size and power behavior differ some­
what. For instance, for all X considered and for the sequence R=l,4,10, 
we have 
n^ n2 S(R) P(R,\) 
3 21 , increasing decreasing 
21 3 decreasing increasing, decreasing 
21 21 increasing decreasing, increasing. 
Here, the size and power behave in essentially the opposite manner. This 
tells us that for fixed 3^/02 and X, the size and power functions do not 
achieve their maximums at the same value of R. Of course, if X ->• 0 the 
power behavior will approach that of size. 
As we would expect, the power behavior of the WT and CT is the same. 
The power for the CT always is at least as large as that for the wT. It 
appears, then, that the CT is uniformly better than the WT. Both are 
essentially conservative but the CT has better size control and a higher 
power, especially when inT_-n2j is large. The chief disadvantage of the 
CT, which is also inherent in the WT, is the extreme conservativeness of 
I 
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the test for certain values of R when n-j^ and n2 are small. What one must 
decide before choosing a Behrens-Fisher testing procedure is how important 
the bounding of Type I error really is. In certain experiments it may be 
critical that size does not exceed a by much. In other words, we want to 
be reasonably sure the test is a true size a test. In such cases, the CT 
would be adequate. In some experiments the bounding of Type I error may 
not be so essential, in which case, some of the test procedures discussed 
in Chapter I-B-1 may be more suitable both in size and power characteris­
tics. 
C. A Variation of Cochran's Test for the Unilateral Case 
Since no assumptions were made about R for the preceding analysis, 
the CT as discussed was bilateral in nature. If it were desired to 
concern ourselves with a situation where it is known R^l the CT of (1.1) 
could be converted to a test with critical region 
_ Witi+W2t2 
V " , 
W2^+W2 
where tl is chosen to give the test size a at R=l. The comparable WT 
statistic can be found by setting iv^rl such that the size is o at R=l. 
Summary results are presented in Tables 11 and 12 for the size of the 
two unilateral tests. For n2>3 It appears that the unilateral CT has 
better size control than the WT but not by a great deal. 
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III. PRELIMINARY TESTING PROCEDURES INVOLVING COCHRAN'S TEST 
A brief introduction to the PTS procedure was given in Chapter I-A-1. 
As before it is desired to test when two independent random samples 
are available, one from each of the populations NCvi^jO,) and 
It is suspected but not known with certainty that 0^=02 so we make a 
preliminary test of this hypothesis prior to testing test 
statistic used in the final test depends on the result of the PTS. The 
two sets of hypotheses under consideration are given in (1.2) as 
®00-^r'^2 
Hio:UI-U2 %l=^l'^2j 
unilateral, 
.:(^l)^2l 
H^0:Ui=U2 Sll=^l^V2j 
H00:Oi=*2 ^01= _ 
bilateral. 
In the unilateral testing situation it is assumed that R-1, while in the 
bilateral case 0<R«». The overall bilateral testing procedure as 
described in Chapter I-A-1 is to reject if 
2 2 
u>t when di<s-i/so^'» 
^ .L 6 6 
or 
2 2 2 2 
v> (W2^t^"hf2t2) / (Wj^+W^) when s^/s2-dj^ or s^/s2>d2. 
The preliminary F-test is of level OQ, the t-test is of level and 
the CT is a nominal level «2 test. The selection of these levels gives 
rise to different procedures which will be discussed in Section C. 
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A. The Components of Power 
The following analysis is a generalization of the development in 
Chapter II-A. The size and power for the PTS procedure can be written 
in terms of two mutually exclusive components. Denote size by Sg(&). 
Then 
Sx(R) = Pr[reject Hiol'5=0] = Si(R)+S2(R), 
where 
S^CR) = Pr [accept Hqq and reject Hj^qIô-O] 
= Pr[d^<si/s2-d2j u>t], 
S2(R) = Pr[reject Hqo and reject H2q1s=0] 
= Pr[s^/s2^d2 or s^/s|>d2s 
v> (W2^t2+W2t2) / (w^+wg) ] . 
Formulating these expressions in terms of chi-square variates it is 
found that 
Si(R) = Pr[ai/R<Xi/Va2/R, > t?], 
A 2 2 
S^CR) = Pr[%i/Z2-ai/R or Xi/X2>a2/R, 
where 
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= (f^/f2)d^ i=l,2, 
-xi/R 
1 (f^+f 2) (Rn^-ki]^) ' 2 (f^+fp (En^+a^) ^ 
and c, Vj, V2, and 4>(X2,X2,a2) are given in (2.2). The size of the 
procedure is specified once OQ, a^, tï2» n2, and R are given. 
The power of the test can be written in essentially the same manner 
as the size and we have 
Pl(E.,X) = Pr[a^/R<Xi/X2^a2/R, f > %%], (3.1) 
1 1  2  2  
P2(R,X) = Pr[Xi/X2-ai/R or Xi/X2>a2/R, 
<,2(x^.x2,a2)l. (3.2) 
Using the method of Patnaik (1949) as before we have 
Pl(&.X) 6 Pr[a;<X /X ^a'. (3.3) 
Xi^i+Xj-Xj 
crXo 2 
?2(R,X) = Pr[Xi/X2-ai or Xi/Xg^a^, ^ x +v-X, > 9 (Xi,X2,a2)3 
(3.4) 
where a'^a^/R and aI=a»/R. 
X -L. Z Z 
Denote the exact power of the PTS procedure by P^(R,X). We have 
Sy(R) = Px(R,0), 
?x(R,X) = ?3_(R,X) -r ?2(R,X). 
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The size and power for the unilateral case are of the same form with 
and ^£"^0 -Q chosen such that the now one-tailed PTS is 
still of level ÛQ. Let a3_=a2=0. Then the power function for the general 
PTS becomes 
Px(R,X) = P2(R,X) = Pr 
crXc 
^1^1"^^ 2^2 
> 42(Xi,X2,a2) 
This is simply the power function fot the CT, identical to (2.3) for a2=a 
and what follows is a generalization of the derivation subsequent to 
(2.3). 
B. Formulas for the Computation of the Power 
1. The first component of power 
This section will derive a computational formula for P^CS.,^) using 
the same approach as in Chapter II-A. Let and n2 be odd. The integral 
expression for (3.3) is 
f ' 
Pi(R,X) = f (x-, ,X2 «Xg) dx-, dxgdxg = (3.5) 
where f(x2_,X2,X2) is the joint density of three independent chi-squares 
given in (2.4). The region of integration is 
= {(x^sx^/xg): ajx2<X2-&2*2' ^ %2^^^^^1^1^^2^2^' x^>0 i=l,2,3}. 
Let us +-Ho p T-» o m O T- -) /-w iii<^ ta, # 
yi=XiXi+X2X2» 72=^2» 73=-^3-
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Then X2=(yi-A2y2)/^i» *3^3 the Jacobian is 1/X^. The region 
of integration becomes 
Ag = {(yi,y2»y3): 0<y2<t*y^ y  y3>0}, 
îfe O 
where c^=a^X^+A2, i=l,2, and t =r/t^. Therefore (3.5) becomes 
Pl(R,X) = 
r» pt y3 yi/c 
k*Xi (y^-X2y2)^^ 
0 0 yi/( 
^2 ^3 
y2 y3 exp {-%[y]^/X2^+(l-A.2/X]^)y2-ty3]} dy2dy^dy3. (3.6) 
Note that this expression is similar to that in (2.6). Using the same 
sequence of transformations as in the development of (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), 
and (2.10) , for Rî'l we arrive at the result 
„ ,, ' Vo-/ / 
(l/cj 
O 
S.-, L^k=0 (q^^-j-k) 
a„+l 
r(q^2"^-k+q3+l)-(q,2-J)i 2*^ r(q^+l)j 
te-» ,^„V. 
Sl2-]-k 
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(i/c_) r(q,2-j-k+q3+i)-(qi2-J)î 2 
^3+1 
r(q,+i)l 1> 
J J 
(3.7) 
/^2 
where the constants are given by t =r/t , 02=3^X^^X2» 
Q.^=h(X-'>^2^^2} ' c^^Cg/c^+l/CZX^), Cg^Cg/Cg+l/CZX^), Cg=t*c^+%, and 
C7=t*C^+%. 
When R=1 then part of the exponential term in (3.6) drops 
out. By using the procedure leading to (2.11), P^^laX) integrates to 
* ^12^^ _qi qi 
P^d.X) i -k Ici/Cg) 12 %j^^(.l)(-X2) 
q^-i 
[l/(qi2-i+l)] 
q, «-i+i qi2"i'*'i 
(l/c,)12 -(l/cg) 
-q-i o"^— (q. -*^1) ' 
"XZ 
j=0 (9i2"j^^)^ (t*Cg) 
q,_-i+l 
-j-z. 
j-i 
(I/C9) 
q, -5-j+q-.+2 
^3 
1 
r(q3+l) (3.8) 
where Cg=l/(2X2^) and Cg=t*Cg+%. This formula yields the same results as 
the simpler expression (3.14) derived in Section B-3. (3.7) and (3.8) 
reduce to (2.10) and (2.11), respectively, if we equivalence X^ to v^/c, 
X2 to v^/c, t to tg, and 1st e^-O, ag"™. This is seen by comparing 
to A^. (3.7) and (3.8) are generalizations of (2.10) and (2.11) in the 
sense that an option of making a preliminary test is included. They are 
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also generalizations of the work of McCullough (1961) whose formulas 
included the PTS but were developed for the specific cases studied, with 
no general derivation attempted. 
2. The second component of power 
The second component of power as defined in (3.4) can be written as 
P2(R,X) = P2i(R,%) + P22(*'%), 
wnere 
< crXo 9 
P2i(R,X) Pr[X,/X2-a' > <j.^(X, 3X2,02) ] , 
X ^ X v^X2^2^2 ^ 
crX^ o 
P„„(R,X) = Pr[Xi/X2>ai, 2 > 
^ i z ^2X2^+^2X2 
The integral expressions for P2^(R,X) and P22(R,%) are 
P2i(a,x) = f(x2,X2'X3) dx2^dx2dx3j 
B, 
f(x2^,x2,x2) dx2^dx2dx2. (3.9) 
where 
= {(x,,x„,x,); x^Sa^x^, crx (v,x,+v x ) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ J. wC ^ 
> (v^t^x^+v^t X )2, Xi>0, i=l,2,3}. 
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C2 • f (x]^ ,X2 ,X3) : X2>a2X2, crx3(v^x^+V2X2) 
> (vitixi+v2^2*2)^» Xi>0) 1=1,2,3,}. 
i. The case nT=n2=n For this case ti=t2=to and expressions 
(3.7) and (3.8) can be used to evaluate the size and approximate power 
for both P2x(R,X) and P22(R»^)• The derivation of this is the same as 
in Chapter II-A-1. We only need to replace a^ by a^, a^ by 0, by 
v^/c, ^2 by V2/C, and t by tg, in A2, then (3.7) and (3.8) will approxi­
mate P2i(R,X) for R^l and R=l, respectively. Similarly, by replacing 
a^ by a^, a^ by », with the other changes as above, (3.7) and (3.8) will 
yield P22(R»A) R?^l and R=l, respectively. (3.15), which will be 
discussed in Section B-3, is a simpler formula which can be used for this 
case when R=l. 
b. The case n^fn^ Now we will extend the result in (2.15) to a 
test procedure incorporating a PTS. To evaluate P2i(R,X) and P22(R>X) ia 
(3.9) we make the transformation 
yi=Vltl%l/%2+v2t2' >*2=^2' 73=^3' 
Then X2=y2(yi~"^2^2)/("^I'l^ » ^2^2» ^3=73' The Jacobian is 72/("^l^i) and 
we have 
B2 = {(71.72=73)= 0<72<g(yi)73» V2t2<7l-cio, 73>0}, 
C2 = {(71,72:73): 0<y2<g(yi)y3, 7i>cii, 73>0}, 
where 
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cn=a;v,ti+v,t,. 
-11 *2V1^1^V2^2' 
and gCy^) is given in (2.12). The two integrals become 
rc^o r« fg(yi)yi 
P2iCR,X) 
^2^2 ° 
I' dygdygdyi. 
^22^^'^^ ~ 
cii 0 
g (y 1)73 
I' dy2dy3dyi. 
where I' is the same integrand as in (2.13). Also note the first two 
integrals in (2.13) are like in the above so the second components of 
power can be written in the same form as (2.15) but with different 
limits of integration. Therefore 
P2.(R,X) = 
•10 
I dy^, P22(&,Â) = 
^2^2 
_* . 
^ ayi, 
-11 
where 
3c * 2"^"" * 
I = - / (V^t^) 3 [l/h(y^) ] [ (Yi-Vgtg) / (v^t^) ] 
L 
qi2'»--L CqT2+1)1 qip-i+i ^-i+q+2 
Lo [s(7l)Kyi)] [1/p (71)3-2 3 
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qo+1 
r(q]^2-i+q^+2)-(q^2+l) : 2 rCq^+l) 
3. Formulas for special cases 
In the previous two sections we have shown how numerical computations 
can be carried out to compute P^CRjX) and P2(R)^) snd ultimately P^(&,X) = 
Pl(&,X) + p2(R,X). Although the general formulas are complicated, for 
particular values of n^, n2, ag and R, the foregoing power formulas reduce 
to simpler forms, and values for the size and exact power can be easily 
computed. The following expressions and identities are used to check the 
validity of the previous derivations of the approximate power formulas. 
They are also helpful in comparing the approximation of Patnaik (1949) to 
the exact power for particular cases. 
The following power expressions reduce to the size by setting X=0, 
and converting to x^(l) and t'^(m,X^) to t^(m). S'^e of these 
results are found in McCullough (1961). From (3.1) and (3.2) the follow­
ing properties are obtained for OQ=0, 0<ao<l, and ao=l-
a. The case aQ=0 This implies a.2=0, a2=™: and p2(RïX)=0. Hence, 
the t-test is always used in the final test and P^(R,X) = P^CR,^). Also, 
lim A-]=Q, lim X = ^1"^2 
ana 
n—U JLJJU A„— ^ — J 
R ^  0 R 0 n^(fi+f2) 
= Pr ;t'2(£2,X V >(3.10) 
\ *l( 1" 2^ 
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Similarly, 
lim X. ^1*^2 
R R 
lim ^2~^' 
ana tnereiore 
lim Px(R,X) 
R -> » 
= Pr X'2(1,X) ^ £lfai-to2>^' 
X^/fl ^ n2(fi+f2) 
= Pr 
(3.11) 
If R=1 then. X^=X2=l/(f^+f 2) and 
Pl(l,X) = Prj" > fZ 
IX^(fl+f2)/(fl+f2) 
= Pr [t'^(f ^+f2,X'^) > t"'] (=a-]_ if A=0) . 
These results hold for both the unilateral and bilateral testing situa­
tions, although in the unilateral case, R<1 is of no consequence, 
b. The case 0<aQ<l It can be seen that 
lim P2(R,X)=0, 
R -> G 
lim ^2=0, 
R 0 
lim c=l/n2, 
R 0 
lim <j)2(X2,X2,oi2)=t^, lim Pjj(R,X)= lim P2(R,X) 
R^O ^ R^O R-i-0 
- Prl2L-Alz^ > = ?r[t'2(f2,X^) > t^] (-^2 for X=0). 
i_ ^2/"2 2 (3.12) 
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Further, 
11m P^(R,X)"0, lim v^=», lim c=», 
R-»-» R " R-^-oo 
lim (j)^(X2,X2,a2)=t?, lim Px(R,%)= lim PgCR^X) 
r 00 r on r ^  00 
= Prlt'^Cf > t^] (=02 for X=0). (3.13) 
when R=i, HcCullough (19ol) proved that the distributions of and X-^/X2 
are independent. Therefore 
Pl(l,X) = Pr[a{<Xi/X2-a2] Pr[t'2(f^+f2,X^) > t^] 
(l-on) Pr[t'2(fT+f2,X^) > t^] (=(l-ao)oT if X=0), 
(3.14) 
for both the unilateral and bilateral cases. In addition, if n^^n^^n then 
and X1/X2 are independent and since t2=t2=to we obtain 
P2(1.X) » ao Pr[t'2(2(n-l),X%) > t^]. (3.15) 
c. The case OQ=l Since 3^*32 in this case, the CT is always used 
in the final test and Pjj(R,X) = P2(R,X). It can be seen that (3.12), 
(3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) also hold for this case. 
Another property is also noted here. As with the CT made singly, 
syssaetry in the PTS procedure is also present, we find 
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This property allows us to abbreviate computations as with the single CT 
of Chapter II< 
C. Optimal Preliminary Testing Procedures 
So far in this chapter we have defined the general PTS procedure and 
derived formulas for carrying out computations of the size and power. It 
remains to discuss the different specific procedures which result from the 
selection of ag, and 02, to give the test procedure certain desirable 
properties. 
1. Selection of gq and with a2=a fixed 
a. The bilateral case McCullough (1961) and Gurland and 
McCullough (1962) defined a PTS procedure which uses a t-test to test 
if Hqq is accepted and -a. weighted t-test if Hqq is rejected. Hqq 
and Hj_q are defined in (1.2). The final test of H^q for this test 
procedure, denoted by has critical region 
'1= 1 
k2u2>t2 if 
u2>t2 if 
k2u2>t2 if 
/ v „ < -
|^k2U'^>t'^ a2^^l/^2: 
where k^, k2 and t are constants chosen such that S2j(0)=S2j(l)=S^(")=a. 
We fix a2=a. Let R 0,» then the PTS approaches an "always reject Hqq" 
test and the weighted t-test is always used in the final test. At the 
extremities in R, the weighted t-test behaves similarly to the standard 
t-test so from (3.10) and (3.11) it is required that 
I 
Pr k. 
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2"-
= 02 = a. 
r 2 f,Cni+n2^^^1 
Prjkjt (f^) > -%^7Epg-j = «2 = «• 
Then 
and the condition Sx(0)=S2^«) = a is satisfied. Now a level for the PTS, 
ÙQ, is selected and a-j_ is subsequently chosen such that S][(l)=a. Thus t 
is specified and k]_ and k2 can be determined from (3.16). The procedure 
is completely defined now for the particular Oq selected and S^(R) can be 
computed for 0<R<®. 
The preliminary testing procedure incorporating a CT as the Behrens-
Fisher final test, denoted by Y2, has critical region 
Î^2>t2 if aT<2T/Zo—a-) 
Y2: 4 
O Î W-j tn^Vi^tv^l ^  -
>  — i f  T - / T  - 2 ^  o r  l - . / Z 2 > z ^ '  
t- v72^-hf2 J J- z X i ^ / 
As R -> 0,®= the testing procedure approaches a CT, and from (3.12) and 
(3.13) the requirement that size equals a at R=0,® is automatically 
satisfied if a2=G. As with Y-i , is designated after Sq is selected 
and hence t is determined to assure that S^(l)=a. 
It remains to define a criterion for the selection of an optimal Cg. 
McCullough (1961) defined two such criteria which are as follows. 
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* 
i) Conservative criterion: choose that og» say Cq, such that 
Sjj(R) - c: VP. and the maximum deviation below a is less than 
that for any other ag. In other words, oq is chosen to give 
the best size a test. 
* 
ii) Balanced criterion; choose that OQ, say ag, such that the 
maximum deviation of S^(R) above a is equal to the maximum 
deviation below a over the range of R. 
Since the CT and WT were found to be conservative tests, we will be 
concerned with the conservative criterion for choosing ag for the PTS. 
This will enable us to make valid comparisons between the PTS procedures 
and the CT and WT made singly. 
b. The unilateral case For the unilateral case, Gurland and 
McCullough (1962) defined two types of PTS procedures. The first is 
simply a unilateral version of It is given by 
ru2>t2 if 0^Zi/Z2-ag 
*î o o 
'kar>t^ if ag<Si/Z2* 
In a manner similar to the bilateral test, k and t are chosen after ag 
is specified to assure It is found that 
fT(ni+n2)t2 
K • — = . 
Then after ag is chosen is selected and hence t determined such that 
Sx(l)=o. 
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The second procedure discussed by Gurland and McCullough (1962) 
incorporates the unilateral WT. It has critical region 
^2: < 
u^>t^ if 0—2^/Z2~aQ 
Y(ri,r2)>l if aiQ<Zi/Z2y 
where YCr^/r^) given in (1.8), (1.9) and r2 and r2 are chosen so that 
the size equals a at R=l,«>, respectively. It is found r^ is the same as 
for the bilateral case, i.e., 
ri = Ci/(nifi)' 
^2 is the same as r^ in the unilateral WT which was discussed in Chapter 
t 
II-C. t is chosen as in Y^. 
Another procedure we wish to consider is the unilateral counterpart 
of Y^. It has critical region 
1 u^>t^ 
Y;: <! 
{ w2-rw2 
if 0—Z2_/22~aQ 
if aQ<2j_/E2> 
Unlike Y^, for Y^ we choose to use t^ and t? as defined for the bilateral 
test rather than t^ and t^ for a unilateral CT as described in Chapter 
II-C, even though we are only concerned with the range R-1. 
The above three test procedures are somewhat similar in nature, 
hence a comparison is made. A study of their behavior in a theoretical 
sense is feasible only as S ->• 1,°°. This was discussed in Section S-3. 
In order to determine the general behavior for 1<R<», an empirical study 
I 
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of several small samples was carried out using the derived computational 
formulas of Section B. As mentioned previously the conservative criterion 
is used to facilitate comparisons with the conservative tests of Chapter 
II. We will use 02=0=-05. 
Tables 13, 14, and 15 specify the constants needed to completely 
define procedures Y£, Y^, Yg for six particular cases. Tables 16, 17, 
and 18 show how size varies over R for the three procedures. It can be 
seen that Y^ has the best size control for n]^>n2 and Y2 appears to have 
less size fluctuations for ni<n2. Yg does not control the size quite as 
well as Y^ and Y^ in most instances. Size control is better with Y^ 
than with the single WT. 
2. Selection of ag with 01^=02=01 fixed 
It is seen that gains can be made by using PTS procedures of the 
previous section as opposed to using a single test. However, the pro­
cedures suffer from a disadvantage which limits their usefulness. The 
statistic used in the final test depends on the outcome of the PTS, as 
we would expect. But furthermore, the level depends on the level of 
the PTS, ciQ. Hence cosiputations are made more complicated and much 
greater reliability is placed on one final test statistic than the other. 
It was also discovered empirically that for many cases, there does not 
yip 
exist an oq satisfying the conservative criterion for the bilateral 
procedure Y2 and the bilateral counterpart of Y^. oq values for the 
balanced criterion do not always exist either. Thus, we are prompted 
to explore a simpler procedure which has more intuitive appeal. 
It appears that a natural and practical way to handle the PTS 
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problem (1.2) would be to make a preliminary test at some level, followed 
by the final test at another level which is pre-specified. In other words, 
the preliminary test dictates only the statistic to be used in the final 
test and not the level. We will investigate the bilateral procedure, Y2, 
to see if gains in size and power can be made relative to single test 
procedures discussed in Chapter II. 
Let 02^=02=01=.05. Then using procedure Y2 for several different 
* 
values of (Xq, ag can be chosen according to the conservative criterion. 
The constants specifying procedure Y2 are given in Table 19 for several 
cases. The size and power values for these cases are tabulated in Tables 
20 and 21. 
Some interesting relationships can be seen from these results. When 
n2=n2=n, and n is increasing, cq decreases to as small as .03 when n=13. 
This indicates the PTS procedure is essentially a t-test in this instance. 
At the other extreme, aQ=».98 for n2=3, n2=13. Here, the PTS procedure is 
essentially a single CT. 
For the bilateral case the oq corresponding to (n]^,n2) is the same 
as that for (3^,2^). It is apparent that as |n2-n2| increases and min 
(ai,n2) decreases, Sq tends to becoze large. This is seen by 
min(n2,n2) * 
4 
4 
10 
5 
3 
3 
55 
88 
98 
The real value of a PTS procedure with a2=a2=o can be seen by com-
A 
paring Tables 3 and 20. For gq, the procedure Y2 outlined above has 
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uniformly better size control than when the CT is used alone. The gains 
in power are evident upon examining Table 21 versus Tables 8, 9, and 10. 
Substantial improvement is made in some cases, particularly when n2=n2"n. 
As a general scheme for approximating oq for equal sample sizes, consider 
using 
Oq = 5/n2. 
This approximate value of ag tends to be a little large, hence the result-
* 
ing tests will be slightly more conservative than the tests using the oq 
values given in Table 19. This approximation fits the empirical results 
acceptably for n>3. For n=»3, we recommend to use aQ=.47. 
I 
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IV. THE SIZE MD POWER OF THE MULTIVARIATE COCHRAN'S TEST 
Suppose a sample of size n]_, xij., ^12' —13' » —in^' obtained 
from a p-variate normal, ^ pCkl'I'l) - A second independent random sample of 
size n2, x.21» 2,22» 2523» ' —2n2' available from = where 
x^j, and are pxl vectors and are pxp positive definite matrices 
for i=l,2. It is desired to make a test of the hypothesis HQ:j^=]^ against 
the alternative H-]^ When ^^^^2 ^ 6 have the multivariate Behrsns-
Fisher problem. The test used is what we will call the multivariate 
Cochran's test (MCT), which has a critical region 
7^ = (xi"^)'s"^(XT^-X2) > %1?1-Wf2?2 
W1+W2 
(4.1) 
where S, W^, ^ 2* '^1» ^2 are given in (1.6). As in previous chapters 
we denote f^=n^-l, i=l,2. The distributions of the components comprising 
this test statistic are 
E1-E2 ~ Np(£i-£2.?i/iii+Î2''^2^» 
fj_S^ ~ W(f^,^£), 
Wi ~ [!iii/(n^-l)P] x^Cn^-l) x^(tii-2) ... x^C^i-p), i=l,2. 
W(f^5i^) is the Wishart distribution with f^ degrees of freedom and 
covariance matrix, Unfortunately, the quantity 
S — S-] /n-]+S2/n2 
is not a Wishart variate in general because S^/n^ and S2/n2 are unbiased 
estimates of different covariance matrices, i-j/n. and f2/°2) respectively. 
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However, if it happens that 
^l/(nifi) - f2/(*2f2) = $0' 
then is a variate since 
Si/ni - W(^,to). 1=1,2. 
So for this case 
Si/n2+S2/n2 " W(f j^+f2,]jlo) » 
and a test with the critical region given by 
v2 > T2(p,f3^+f2-P+l) 
is an exact level a test of Hg. This result will be used later to check 
the approximate procedure. For general $2 and ^2 though, the distribution 
of the MCT statistic is very complicated. An adequate size and power 
study can be made for the bivariate case using Monte Carlo techniques as 
developed in Yao (1962, 1965). The rest of this chapter will be concerned 
with the development of techniques to carry out computations for the 
selected cases (fi,f2) " (6,6), (6,12), (6,18), and (12,12). Then the 
size and power for these cases will be examined and compared to the 
results of Yao. 
A. Probability Expression for the Power Function 
In the univariate problem, we were confronted with two nuisance 
parameters, and 02 which were converted to one parameter, R-o^/02. 
Similarly we shall first express ?2 terms of a single matrix. 
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say A. It is known that there exists a non-singular matrix, C, such that 
CC^l/ni)C' = A, 
where I is the identity matrix and A is a diagonal matrix with elements, 
0—^2 ~^2 ~ *'* ~^p ~ 
z = C(%-X2). 
Then the critical region in (4.1) becomes 
Let 
Then 
= ^ 'C (Si/ni+S2/n2)~^C~^z_ > 
= C(Si/n^)C' i=l,2. 
r-
_ W1-W2 J 
= z/C-l'C' (Mj^4M2)~^CC-1^ 
-z. 
where H=i<i2_TO2. The quantity on the right hand side of (4.1) can be 
transformed by multiplying the numerator and denominator by |c||c'|. We 
can write 
Ici IC'I W, = jcjw^lc'l = |c(si/ni)c'| = |M^|, i=l,2. 
Thus (4.1) can be written, in the equivalent form 
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v2 » 
wnere 
I «il +1 «21 
The distributions involved are 
z ~ NpCi,!), 
~ W(fi,A/fi), 
M2 ~ W(f2,(I-A)/f2), (4.2) 
where 
A = C(iJj_-ii2) . 
Under Hq, _z - N(0^,I) so the size of the MCT is 
Sq(A) = ?r[^'M~^z_ > G^(14j^,M2,a) 1 ^=0,] . (4.3) 
Sq(A) depends on fj, ±2, a, and A. The power of the test can be written 
in a similar fashion as 
Pr(A,8) = PrE^'iT"^^ > G^(Mi_,M2,a) j _6], (4.4) 
where 
6 = ±'±. 
Also, the size can be expressed in terms of power by the relationship 
Sq(A) = ?q(A,0). 
With this l3 minds we will concern ourselves primarily with the development 
of Pg(A,8). 
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B. Methods for Computing the Size and Power 
1. Generation of random samples 
As mentioned earlier, a Monte Carlo study of size and power will be 
made for the bivariate Cochran's test for selected cases. Given fj^, f2, 
a, and A, we generate N sets of the random matrices, M^, and M2 having 
the desired distributions, (4.2), and then estimate SqCA) and Pq(A,6) on 
the bases of these samples. Generation of normal deviates can be carried 
out using any one of several techniques. We will use the power residue 
method to obtain uniform random numbers and then the method of Box and 
Muller (1958) to obtain the normal random numbers. 
The random matrices M]_ and M2 can be generated using a Bartlett 
decomposition. We have 
y? yi^2 yi*3 % 
yiX2 72X3 y2^ 
yi^ y2^ y3%p 
where each 
yî ~ x^(f-i+l) i=l,2,3, ... , p-1. 
Xj ~ N(0,1) 3=2,3,4, ... , p, 
and all y< and X4 are independent. 
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Since 
x2(f-i+l) => 2^ xL 
3"»1 J 
the method of Box and Muller (1958) can also be used to generate the 
Wishart matrices. 
It is desirable to use the same samples in as many computations as 
possible so that differences encountered in comparing results are due to 
the differences in distribution rather than random variation. Conse­
quently we will use the same samples for all different A specified to 
reflect size and power variations due to A. The same random Wishart 
matrices can be used to an extent for computing and M2 as f^ and f2 
change. We will be concerned with (fi,f2) = (6,6), (6,12), (6,18), and 
(12,12), so for each of the N random samples we generate four independent 
matrices, each with distribution W(6,I). Denote these four matrices by 
Z^, Z2, Z3, Z4. Then we can find the appropriate Wishart matrices by 
combining the in the following manner. 
(fi'fz) W(fi,I) W(f2,I) 
(6,6) Zl Z4 
(6,12) Zg+Z/ 
(6,18) Zl z.+z.+z 
^2 3 4 
Z3+Z4 (12,12) Z1+Z2 
Now let 
. (A^(fi,I)A^)/f,, 
M2 = ((I-A)%W(f2,I)(I-Ay%)/f2. 
I 
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Then 
Ml ~ W(fi,A/fi), 
Mg ~ W(f2,(I-A)/f2), 
which are the desired distributions. 
2. Monte Carlo estimation 
The estimation of Sq(A) and ?c(A,0), once the random sampling has 
been completed, can be accomplished in different ways. One way is the 
straight relative frequency approach. That is, for specified A and 6 
Pç(A,0) » ng/N, 
where ng is the number of samples such that ^ 'M~^_2 > (M^ ,M2, a) i. This 
method, however, is inferior to the method below which expresses (4.3) 
and (4.4) in terms of the F-distribution. 
In this connection, denote the (i,j)'^ element of the pxp Wishart 
matrix, M^, by ®ij. It is known that 
^l™ii/^i ~ X^(fi), i=l,2,3, ... , p, 
and that the diagonal elements of M^ are independent. Therefore, 
tr [f^^A'^jA"^] ~ X^Cpf^) 
and hence 
w = tr[fiA"%,A"^f2(I-A)-%2(I-A)~^] ~ X^(p(fi+f2))' 
w is independent of M^/w and M2/W (see Yao, 1962). w can also be written 
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in the equivalent form 
w = trrw(fi,l)+w(f2,l)], 
so the Wishart matrices generated by the method of Section B-1 can be used 
directly. Under Hq, ^  "* N^(0^,I) and _z'^ ~ X^(p)* seen to be 
independent of ^ = z/ 
Let 
Then F(p,p(fi+f2)) is a variate from the F-distribution with (p,p(f2+f2)) 
degrees of freedom. F(p,p(f]^+f2)) is independent of Mj/w, and M^/w. 
Since 
= (z'^/w) (d' (M/w)~^^ , 
the size of the MCT, from (4.3) for a given set (f^, f2, ot. A) and fixed 
i^^ sample (^, #2)1, can be expressed as 
SciW . PrIF(p,p(fi+f2» I 
It is noted that Sq^(A) is the same as the result of Yao (1962, 1965) if 
we let 
G^(Mt,M2,O) = T2(p,f^-p-j-l). 
In a similar manner, let ~ Np(^,I) when 5^. Then ~ x'^(P:6): 
independently of = ^ */Cz*'z*)^. It is evident that 
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w/(p(fi+f2)) 
is a variate from the non-central F-distribution with non-centrality 
parameter, 9. The power of the MCT, from (4.4) for a given set (fj^, fg,» 
o. A, ^  and fixed i^^ sample,, can be written as 
PciCA.e) - Pr[F'(p,p(fi+f2),6) > 1 
(d*,Mi,M2)i]. 
Define the random variables 
_ (fi+f2)G2(Mi,M2,o) * _ (fi+f2)G-(Mi,M2,a) 
(M/w) -Id or '• (M/W; 
^ ^ (fl+f2)Ta(P,fi+f2-P+l) ^ , (fi+f2)T^(p.fl+f2-P+^) 
^ d'(M/w)-ld ' ^ d*' (M/w)-Id* 
These random variables take the N values, 
Rg = =Ci' = ~Ci> % = -Ei> "I -li' 1=1,2,3, ... , N. 
We can write the estimates for the size and power based on sample i by 
Sci(A) = Pr[F(p,p(fi^+f2)) > rci], 
Pci(A,8) = Pr[F'(p,p(fi+f2),8) > r^i]. 
Since approximations of the size and power are given by each sample, 
logical estimates of the size and power would be the average of these 
approximations over the N samples. 
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ScCA) - Sci(A)/N, 
P(,(A,6) » Pci(A,e)/N. 
In the rest of this section we shall develop an improvement of this 
estimate. It was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that when 
i^/Cnif^) = i2/(n2f2), 
we have an exact level a test and 
SgCAg) = Pr[v2 > T2(p,f3_+f2-p+l) lif^] = o, 
PsCA^.e) = Pr[v2 > T^Cp.fi+f^-p+Dll], (4.5) 
where 
A/fi = (I-A)/f2,' 
A = Ag = (fi/(fi+f2))I. 
The size and power in this instance can be estimated, respectively, by 
SgCAg) = SgiCAg)/^, 
= Ii=l ^ Ei(4'8)/N, (4.6) 
where 
• ?'[F(p,p(fi+f2)) > rgi], 
P2i(A£,6) = Pr[F'(p,p(fi+f2),9) > • 
Regressing ?q^(A,9) on p£^(Ag,9) as given in Cochran (1953, pp. 193-196), 
we have 
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Pi = "p + e(qi-q) + 1=1,2,3, ... , N, 
where 
Pi = Pq^CAjO), 
P = Pc(A,8), q = PgCA^.e) p 
g is an unknown regression coefficient, and the ej_ are random errors. 
The least squares estimator for 3 is given by 
S = b = (Pi-'P)(qi-'<T)/Iiai (qi-ïï)^-
Now let 
p = p + b(?-E(^). 
E(q) = SgCAg) = a for the size (6=0). For 6^0, E(q) = PE(AE»S)> the 
power! of the F-test with (p,f j+f2-p+l) degrees of freedom, p is the 
regression estimate of Pq(A,6) which has.^a sample variance estljâated-
by 
Var(p) - N(N-^, 
for large N. It is seen from Cochran (1963, p. 199) that 
Var(p) - Var(p), 
and, therefore, p will be used to estimate Pq(A,0) in the computations. 
The 100(l-a)% confidence interval can be obtained for large samples by 
P ± rv2r(p)]%Z%a. 
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3. Exact formulas for special cases 
It was pointed out in Chapter I-A-2 that the MCT is asymptotically 
the chi-square test in (1.4). This can be seen as follows. It is easily 
shown from the density functions of F and that 
lim F(j(p,n^-1) = x^(p)/p> i=l,2. 
ni ^  ® 
Also, since is an unbiased and consistent estimate of we know that 
lim i=l,2. 
CO 
Hence (4.1) will reduce to (1.4) for large n^^n^ and the size and power 
of the test are easily computed. 
Some behavior patterns of the size and power of the MCT for smaller 
samples can be recognized by setting Then 
C(+i/ni)C' = XqI, 
C($2/n2)C' = (I-Aq)!, 
and 
' ' » » —^ T — « — 1 2. t .X / 
il/l^lAoJ = C -C- - = 
Therefore, 
X V 
1+ 2 1  
Then 
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Xq 0 implies |fi|/|t2l 0, 
XQ 1 Implies Ifil/ltzl 
So Xq at its extremes implies a large difference in the covariance 
matrices $2" (4.7) 
XQ = n2/(ni+n2) implies ^1=^2* 
From (4.1), (4.3), (4.4), and the above results 
XG + 0 implies Sq(A) = Pr [ (^-^) ' (S2/n2)~^(xj^-X2) > T^] 
= Pr[F(p,n2-p) > F(j(p,n2-p)] = a, 
Xq -»• 1 implies Sq(A) = Pr [ (xi -x^) ' (SI /n^)"^(xi -x?) > T^] 
» Pr[F(p,ni-p) > Fa(p,ni-p)] « a. (4.8) 
Analogously, 
Xq ^ 0 implies Pg(A,8) = Pr[F'(p,n2-p,8) > Fg^p/ag-p)], 
XQ -> 1 implies Pc(A,8) = Pr[F'(p,ni-p,e) > Fjj(P,ni-p) ]. (4.9) 
Symmetry in the MCI is similar to that in the univariate case. By 
interchanging fand f2, A and I-A, the same size and power can be obtained. 
We will take advantage of the symmetry and consider only the cases when 
fl-f2. 
C. An Empirical Study 
In order to see how the size and power behave for particular cases, an 
empirical study was undertaken for (fi,f2) = (6,6), (6,12), (6,18), and 
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(12,12). We let a".05 and use N=500 samples. The essential results are 
presented in Tables 22 through 30. 
Table 22 contains a comparison of the approximate Monte Carlo 
estimates and the exact value for the case where an exact test exists, 
i.e., 
|l/(nifi) - $2/(*2f2)' 
Here we consider the mean estimate, given in (4.6). The exact 
value, P£(A£,6), is found from (4.5) using the tables of Tang (1938). It 
is seen from Table 22 that the Monte Carlo and the exact values are 
surprisingly close. 
Tables 23 through 26 contain estimates for Sg(A) using the regression 
technique of Section B-2. These size computations for the MCT are com­
pared to the APDF test procedure of Yao (1962, 1965) using the same random 
samples. The special properties in (4.8) are apparent. As Xq 0,1, the 
size approaches a=.05. In a manner similar to the univariate case, the 
test is conservative and appears to take its minimum size at X]_"X2®*50 for 
fl=f2. This is equivalent to (4.7). When f2~^l large and 
X^, X2 are equal and small, it appears that the size may be slightly 
greater than cs. Again this is consistent with the univariate case. By 
symmetry, when fi=f2 we would expect the size for X^, X2 to be equal to 
that for 1-Xi and I-X2, respectively. It can be seen they are close but 
differ because of the random sampling involved in the computations. 
The behavior of the APDF test is similar to what Yao (1962) claimed. 
The size of the test appears to deviate from a less than that for the MCT 
but it is not conservative, hence is not a size a test. Which test is 
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better in a given circumstance depends on the importance of bounding Type 
I error. 
The generally shorter 95% confidence intervals for the size of the 
MCT indicate that the variance of the estimate of Sq(A) is slightly less 
than that for the APDF test. 
Tables 27 through 30 contain the estimates of Pq(A,6), the power of 
the MCT. Although the power is really dependent on it was found that 
PqvAjS) remains fairly stable for various values of 5_ as long as 6=^'^ 
is constant. Any variation is reflected in both the MCT and APDF so for 
comparative purposes, it suffices to examine a single vector for each 8 
we choose to specify. We will let where 6i=S2=(6/2)'^. 
In the examination of these tables, the properties in (4.9) are 
apparent. When ^0 0,1, the power approaches the power of 
the appropriate F-test. For the most part, the power behavior of the MCT 
is not surprising as it is similar to the behavior of the univariate 
Cochran's test. 
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VII. APPENDIX 
Table 1. Size of test, a=.05 
n-] n2 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=10 R=40 R=100 R-1000 
3 3 .0500 .0530 .0613 .0766 .0960 .1028 .1082 
3 5 .0500 .0718 .1022 .1453 .1900 .2040 .2145 
3 7 .0500 .0862 .1354 .2016 .2663 .2858 .3002 
3 13 .0500 .1122 .1970 .3062 .4079 .4381 .4604 
5 3 .0500 .0376 .0320 .0300 .0303 .0307 .0310 
5 5 .0500 .0524 .0585 .0681 .0776 .0803 .0822 
5 9 .0500 .0755 .1069 .1446 .1769 .1854 .1911 
7 3 .0500 .0292 .0191 .0137 .0114 .0110 .0108 
7 7 .0500 .0519 .0565 .0632 .0693 .0710 .0721 
7 13 .0500 .0769 .1081 .1432 .1711 .1781 .1826 
9 5 .0500 .0338 .0253 .0204 .0183 .0179 .0177 
9 9 .0500 .0515 .0552 .0603 .0648 .0660 .0667 
13 3 .0500 .0182 .0064 .0021 .0009 .0007 .0006 
13 7 .0500 .0322 .0225 .0169 .0142 .0137 .0134 
13 13 .0500 .0511 .0537 .0518 .0601 .0608 .0613 
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Table 2. Size of Welch-type test, a=.05^  
"1 n2 R=1 R=4 R=10 R=100 Rmo 
3 3 .0127 .0171 .0247 .0438 .0500 
3 5 .0191 .0302 .0384 .0482 .0500 
3 7 .0240 .0362 .0427 .0490 .0500 
3 9 .0275 .0391 .0447 .0493 .0500 
5 3 .0191 .0178 .0229 .0424 .0500 
5 5 .0241 .0301 .0375 .0481 .0500 
5 7 .0278 .0362 .0424 .0490 .0500 
5 9 .0306 .0396 .0447 .0493 .0500 
7 3 .0240 .0189 .0219 .0408 .0500 
7 5 .0278 .0300 .0365 .0478 .0500 
7 7 .0308 .0361 .0419 .0489 .0500 
7 9 .0330 .0395 .0444 .0493 .0500 
9 3 .0275 .0201 .0214 .0394 .0500 
9 5 .0306 .0302 .0356 .0474 .0500 
9 7 .0330 .0360 .0413 .0487 .0500 
9 9 .0348 .0394 .0440 .0492 .0500 
S^ource; McCullough (1961, p. 37). 
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Table 3. Size of Cochran's test, a=.05 
n. R=1 R=4 R=10 R=100 R=® 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
7 
9 
13 
21 
.0126 
,0204 
.0265 
.0310 
.0366 
.0423 
.0171 
.0317 
.0388 
.0425 
.0461 
.0485 
.0247 
.0398 
.0447 
.0469 
.0487 
.0498 
.0438 
.0486 
.0495 
.0498 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 
7 
9 
13 
21 
.0204 
.0241 
.0281 
.0312 
.0354 
.0401 
.0190 
.0301 
.0364 
.0401 
.0436 
.0465 
.0242 
.0375 
.0426 
.0449 
.0470 
.0486 
.0432 
.0481 
.0490 
.0494 
.0497 
.0498 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
3 
5 
7 
9 
13 
21 
.0265 
.0281 
.0308 
.0331 
.0364 
.0403 
.0210 
.0302 
.0361 
.0397 
.0432 
.0461 
.0242 
.0366 
.0419 
.0444 
.0467 
.0483 
.0423 
.0478 
.0489 
.0493 
.0496 
.0498 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
3 
5 
7 
9 
13 
21 
.0310 
.0312 
.0331 
.0348 
.0375 
.0409 
.0229 
.0306 
.0361 
.0394 
.0430 
.0460 
.0243 
.0360 
.0414 
.0440 
.0464 
.0481 
.0414 
.0475 
.0488 
.0492 
.0496 
.0498 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
3 
•7 
9 
13 
21 
.0366 
.0354 
.0364 
.0375 
.0394 
.0419 
.0261 
.0316 
.0362 
.0393 
.0428 
.0458 
.0248 
.0351 
.0405 
.0434 
.0461 
.0480 
.0397 
.0469 
.0485 
.0491 
.0495 
.0498 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
3 
5 
7 
9 
13 
21 
.0423 
.0401 
.0403 
.0409 
.0419 
.0434 
.0309 
.0336 
.0370 
.0395 
.0427 
.0456 
,0264 
.0344 
.0395 
,0425 
.0455 
.0477 
.0369 
.0458 
.0480 
.0487 
.0494 
.0497 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
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Table 4. Size of Welch-type 
_ a 
test, a=.01 
ni "2 5=1 R=4 R-10 2=100 Rsœ 
3 3 .0004 .0009 .0016 .0059 .0100 
3 5 .0012 .0030 .0052 .0091 .0100 
3 7 .0020 .0048 .0070 .0095 .0100 
3 9 .0028 .0060 .0078 .0097 .0100 
5 3 .0012 .0010 .0014 .0051 .0100 
5 5 .0018 .0028 .0046 .0089 .0100 
5 7 .0024 .0045 .0066 .0095 .0100 
5 9 .0031 .0057 .0076 .0097 .0100 
7 3 .0020 .0011 .0013 .0045 .0100 
7 5 .0024 .0026 .0042 .0087 .0100 
7 7 .0030 .0043 .0063 .0094 .0100 
7 9 .0036 .0055 .0074 .0096 .0100 
9 3 .0028 .0013 .0013 .0042 .0100 
9 5 .0031 .0028 .0039 .0084 .0100 
9 7 .0036 .0043 .0060 .0093 .0100 
9 9 .0042 .0054 .0072 .0096 .0100 
S^ource; McCullough (1961, p. 37). 
Table 5. Size of Cochran's test, a=.01 
H ^2 R=1 R=4 R=10 R-lOO R=<» 
3 3 .0004 .0009 .0016 .0059 .0100 
3 5 .0015 .0037 .0061 .0097 .0100 
3 7 .0029 .0065 .0087 .0103 . 0100 
3 9 .0042 .0083 .0100 .0104 .0100 
5 3 .0015 .0012 .0017 .0058 .0100 
5 5 .0018 .0028 .0040 .0089 • Oj.CC 
5 7 .0025 .0046 .0067 .0095 .0100 
5 9 .0033 .0060 .0078 .0097 .0100 
7 3 .0029 .0016 .0019 .0056 .0100 
7 5 .0025 .0028 .0043 .0087 .0100 
7 7 .0030 .0043 .0063 .0094 .0100 
7 9 .0036 .0055 .0074 .0096 .0100 
9 3 .0042 .0021 • 0020 .0053 .0100 
9 5 .0033 .0029 .0041 .0086 .0100 
9 7 .0036 .0043 .0060 .0093 .0100 
9 9 .0042 .0054 .0072 .0096 .0100 
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Table 6. Size of Welch-type test, a=.10 
nl n2 R=1 R=4 R=10 R=100 R=oo 
3 3 .0432 .0537 .0681 .0938 .1000 
3 5 .0562 .0742 .0857 .0980 .1000 
3 7 .0640 .0821 .0908 .0988 • xOCC 
3 9 .0692 .0862 .0932 .0992 .1000 
5 3 .0562 .0551 .0656 .0927 .1000 
5 5 .0656 .0750 .0852 .0979 .1000 
5 7 .0714 .0831 .0910 .0989 .1000 
5 9 .0753 .0873 .0936 .0992 .1000 
7 3 .0640 .0566 .0636 .0911 .1000 
7 5 .0714 .0751 .0841 .0976 .1000 
7 7 .0758 .0832 .0905 .0988 .1000 
7 9 .0789 .0874 .0934 .0992 .1000 
9 3 .0692 .0582 .0634 .0896 .1000 
9 5 .0753 .0753 .0831 .0973 .1000 
9 7 .0789 .0831 .0899 .0986 .1000 
9 9 .0814 .0873 .0931 .0991 .1000 
Table 7. Size of Cochran's test, a=.10 
1^ n2 R=1 R=4 R=10 R=100 R=oo 
3 3 .0432 .0537 .0681 .0938 .1000 
3 5 .0577 .0756 .0868 .0983 .1000 
3 7 .0668 .0844 .0924 .0991 .1000 
3 9 .0728 .0888 .0949 .0994 .1000 
5 3 .0577 .0566 .0670 .0932 .1000 
5 5 .0656 .0750 .0852 .0979 .1000 
5 7 .0716 .0832 .0911 .0989 .1000 
5 9 .0758 .0876 .0938 .0993 .1000 
7 3 .0668 .0593 .0662 .0922 .1000 
7 5 .0716 .0753 .0843 .0976 .1000 
7 7 .0758 .0832 .0905 .0988 .1000 
7 9 .0790 .0874 .0934 .0992 .1000 
9 3 .0728 .0618 .0657 .0911 .1000 
9 5 .0758 .0758 .0834 .0973 .1000 
9 7 .0790 .0832 .0900 .0986 .1000 
S 9 .0814 .0873 ,0931 .0991 .1000 
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Table 8. Power of Cochran's test and Welch-type test for R=l, a=.05 
"1 112 X 0/^ 2 CT WT 
U2 
R 
3 3 
3.5 
9.0 
24.0 
1.53 
2.45 
4.00 
.105 
.286 
.695 
.105 
.286 
.695 
0.30 
0.62 
0.95 
3 5 
4.2 
15.0 
30.0 
1.50 
2.83 
4.00 
.201 
.621 
.877 
.191 
.607 
.870 
0.41 
0.90 
0.99 
3 7 
4.8 
15.0 
35.0 
1.51 
2.67 
4.08 
.254 
.626 
.906 
.239 
.609 
.898 
0.45 
0.96 
1.00 
3 9 
5.1 
15.0 
35.0 
1.51 
2.58 
3.94 
.277 
.621 
.894 
.260 
.601 
.888 
0.61 
0.97 
1.00 
3 13 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.11 
1.81 
2.86 
.185 
.398 
.708 
3 21 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.07 
1.75 
2.76 
.188 
.389 
.688 
5 3 
2.5 
7.0 
20.0 
1.15 
1.93 
3.27 
.123 
.328 
.739 
.116 
.317 
.727 
0.27 
0.60 
0.96 
5 5 
2.6 
8.0 
20.0 
1.02 
1.79 
2.83 
.180 
.545 
.937 
.179 
.544 
.937 
0.30 
0.70 
0.97 
5 7 
2.8 
7.0 
20.0 
0.98 
1.55 
2.62 
.219 
.528 
.954 
.218 
.526 
.952 
0.34 
0.66 
0.97 
5 9 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.97 
1.58 
2.49 
.247 
.606 
.955 
.245 
.601 
.952 
0.36 
0.74 
0.98 
5 13 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.91 
1.49 
2.35 
.258 
.609 
.950 
5 21 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.86 
1.41 
2.23 
.264 
.603 
.947 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
1^ n2 A £ / « 2  
nf UT 
'4 
3.0 1.20 .168 .156 0.34 
7 3 7.0 1.83 .356 .337 0.64 
15.0 2.67 .629 .609 0.92 
2.0 0.83 .160 .159 0.25 
7 5 5.5 1.37 ,424 .421 0.56 
12.0 2.03 .786 .783 0.88 
1.8 0.72 .164 .164 0.24 
7 7 6.0 1.31 .512 .512 0.61 
12.0 1.85 .840 .840 0.89 
1.8 0.68 .175 .174 0.25 
7 9 6.0 1.23 .535 .533 0.62 
12.0 1.75 .859 .856 0.90 
3.0 0.81 .292 
7 13 8.0 1.33 .686 
20.0 2.10 .982 
3.0 0.76 .300 
7 21 8.0 1.23 .686 
20.0 1.95 .978 
2.0 0.94 .127 .117 0.25 
9 3 7.0 1.76 .360 .341 0.66 
17.0 2.75 .666 .649 0.96 
2.0 0.79 .170 .168 0.26 
9 5 6.0 1.37 .475 .471 0.60 
15.0 2.16 .880 .876 0.94 
2.0 0.71 .192 .191 0.26 
9 7 5.0 1.13 .454 .453 0.55 
14.0 1.89 .912 .910 0.94 
2.0 0.67 .203 .203 0.27 
9 9 5.0 1.05 .478 .478 0.56 
14.0 1.76 .928 .928 0.94 
3.0 0.75 .310 
9 13 8.0 1.23 .719 
20.0 1.94 .989 
3.0 0.69 .320 
9 21 8.0 1.13 .724 
20.0 1.78 .988 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
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(Continued) 
*^ 2 a 5/G 2 
/irji 
3.0 1.11 .185 
3 8.0 1.81 .398 
20.0 2.86 .708 
3.0 0.91 .258 
5 8.0 1.49 .610 
20.0 2.35 .950 
3.0 0.81 .293 
7 8.0 1.33 .687 
20.0 2.10 .983 
3.0 0.75 .310 
9 8.0 1.23 .719 
20.0 1.94 .989 
3.0 0.68 .327 
13 8.0 1.11 .745 
20.0 1.75 .992 
3.0 0.61 .339 
21 8.0 1.00 .758 
20.0 1.58 .994 
3.0 1.07 .188 
3 8.0 1.75 .389 
20.0 2.76 .687 
3.0 0.86 .264 
5 8.0 1.41 .603 
20.0 2.23 .947 
3.0 0.76 .300 
7 8.0 1.23 .686 
20.0 1.95 .978 
3.0 0.69 .320 
9 8.0 1.13 .724 
20.0 1.78 .988 
3.0 0.61 .339 
13 8.0 1.00 .758 
20.0 1.58 .994 
3.0 0.53 .353 
21 8.0 0.87 .778 
20.0 1.38 .996 
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Table 9. Power of Cochran's test and Welch-type test for R=4, o".05 
"1 "2 X S/Cg CT WT =1 
5.0 2.89 .180 .180 0.40 
3 3 14.0 4.83 .479 .479 0.80 
30.0 7.07 .793 .793 0.98 
5.2 2.82 .256 .250 0.47 
3 5 16.0 4.95 .592 .586 0.91 
35.0 7.33 .858 .856 1.00 
5.5 2.85 .280 .272 0.54 
3 7 20.0 5.43 .671 .665 0.97 
40.0 7.68 .888 .885 1.00 
6.0 2.94 .302 .293 0.60 
3 9 23.0 5.76 .715 .711 0.99 
40.0 7.60 .884 .882 1.00 
3.0 2.06 .183 
3 13 8.0 3.36 .370 
20.0 5.31 .661 
3.0 2.04 .183 
3 21 8.0 3.32 .367 
20.0 5.26 .655 
3.5 1.99 .181 .174 0.35 
5 3 9.0 3.19 .476 .462 0.71 
20.0 4.76 .845 .833 0.96 
3.6 1.90 .268 .267 0.39 
5 5 10.0 3.16 .659 .660 r\ rtr\ v • ou 
20.0 4.47 .927 .927 0.97 
3.S 1.89 .304 .303 0.43 
5 7 7.0 2.57 .519 .519 0.66 
20.0 4.34 .929 .929 0.98 
4.0 1.91 .327 .325 0.45 
5 9 9.0 2.86 .634 .632 0.78 
20.0 4.27 .928 .928 0.98 
3.0 1.62 .260 
5 13 8.0 2.65 .583 
20.0 4.19 .925 
3.0 1.59 .262 
5 21 8.0 2.60 .581 
20.0 4.12 .922 
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Table 9 (Continued) 
1^ 2^ 
À a/og CT WT 
'-'1 
3.0 1.65 .175 .161 0.34 
7 3 7.0 2.52 .409 .384 0.64 
15.0 3.68 .747 .723 0.92 
2.5 1.39 .211 .210 0.30 
7 5 6.5 2.24 .524 .522 0.63 
13.0 3.17 .848 .847 0.90 
2.5 1.34 .234 .234 0.31 
7 7 7.0 2.24 .591 .591 0.67 
12.0 2.93 .837 .837 0.89 
2.5 1.31 .244 .244 0.32 
7 9 7.5 2.26 .633 .633 0.71 
12.0 2.86 .841 .841 0.90 
3.0 1.39 .296 
7 13 8.0 2.28 .668 
20.0 3.60 .971 
3.0 1.36 .300 
7 21 8.0 2.23 .667 
20.0 3.52 .969 
3.0 1.53 .183 .166 0.36 
9 3 7.0 2.33 .417 .388 0.66 
15.0 3.42 .742 .713 0.94 
3.0 1.39 .263 .261 0.36 
9 5 6.0 1.97 .510 .507 0.60 
15.0 3.11 .917 .915 0.94 
2.5 1.21 .247 .247 0.32 
9 7 6.0 1.88 .551 .550 0.62 
14.0 2.87 .918 .918 0.94 
2.5 1.18 .258 .258 0.29 
9 9 6.0 1.83 .565 .565 0.63 
14.0 2.79 .922 .922 0.94 
3.0 1.25 .315 
9 13 8.0 2.04 .708 
20.0 3.23 .984 
3.0 1.21 .320 
9 21 8.0 1.98 .709 
20.0 3.14 .983 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
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(Continued) 
5/G. T.TT TT^  
3.0 1.39 .191 
3 8.0 2.26 .465 
20.0 3.58 .820 
3.0 1.23 .272 
5 8.0 2.02 .663 
20.0 3.19 .977 
3.0 1.16 .306 
7 8.0 1.90 .715 
20.0 3.00 .989 
3.0 1.12 .321 
9 8.0 1.83 .733 
20.0 2.89 .991 
3.0 1.07 .334 
13 8.0 1.75 .745 
20.0 2.77 .992 
3.0 1.03 .341 
21 8.0 1.69 .749 
20.0 2.67 .991 
3.0 1.25 .321 
3 8.0 2.05 .733 
20.0 3.24 .991 
3.0 1.08 .334 
5 8.0 1.77 .745 
20.0 2.79 .992 
3.0 1.00 .341 
7 8.0 1.63 .749 
20.0 2.58 .991 
3.0 0.95 .194 
9 8.0 1.55 .445 
20.0 2.46 .778 
3.0 0.90 .275 
13 8.0 1.46 .658 
20.0 2.31 .972 
3.0 0.85 .312 
21 8.0 1.38 .724 
20.0 2.18 .990 
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Table 10. Power of Cochran's test and Welch-type test for R"10, a".05 
1^ °2 À 6/02 CT WT C
i 
6.0 4.69 .249 .249 0.47 
3 3 16.0 7.66 .553 .553 0.84 
35.0 11.33 .837 .837 0.99 
6.2 4.68 .298 .295 0.55 
3 5 17.0 7.75 .598 .596 0.93 
40.0 11.89 .877 .877 1.00 
6.4 4.72 .310 .306 0.60 
3 7 20.0 8.34 .655 .652 0.97 
40.0 11.79 .875 .874 1.00 
6.5 4.73 .314 .310 0.63 
3 9 23.0 8.90 .701 .699 0.99 
40.0 11.74 .873 .872 1.00 
3.0 3.20 .182 
3 13 8.0 5.22 .363 
20.0 8.26 .650 
3.0 3.18 .182 
3 21 8.0 5.20 .361 
20.0 8.22 .648 
4.5 3.24 .278 .270 0.43 
5 3 9.0 4.58 .539 .528 0.71 
20.0 6.83 .891 .885 0.96 
4.6 3.18 .354 .354 0.47 
5 5 9.0 4.45 .616 .616 0.75 
20.0 6.63 .920 .921 0.97 
4.8 3.21 .380 .380 0.51 
7 7.0 3.87 .519 .518 0.66 
20.0 6.55 .921 .921 0.98 
4.0 2.91 .329 .329 0.45 
5 9 10.0 4.59 .671 .671 0.82 
20.0 6,50 .920 .920 0.98 
3.0 2.50 .261 
5 13 8.0 4.08 .577 
20.0 6.45 .919 
3.0 2.48 .262 
5 21 8.0 4.05 .576 
20.0 6.40 .917 
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Table 10 (Continued) 
1^ 2^ 
X ô/a2 OX U2 
R 
3.0 2.30 .205 .191 0.34 
7 3 7.0 3.51 .474 .452 0.64 
15.0 5.14 .832 .814 0.92 
3.0 2.21 .272 .271 0.36 
7 5 7.5 3.49 .611 .611 0.69 
14.0 4.77 .881 .881 0.92 
3.0 2.17 .288 .288 0.36 
7 7 7.5 3.43 .627 .627 0.70 
12.0 4.34 .833 .833 0.89 
3.0 2.15 .294 .294 0.37 
7 9 8.0 3.51 .661 .661 0.75 
12.0 4.30 .835 .835 0.90 
3.0 2.13 .298 
7 13 8.0 3.47 .663 
20.0 5.49 .967 
3.0 2.10 .300 
7 21 8.0 3.44 .662 
20.0 5.43 .966 
3.0 2.08 .211 .194 0.36 
9 3 7.0 3.18 .487 .458 0.66 
15.0 4.65 .839 .814 0.94 
3.0 1.98 .236 .234 0.36 
9 5 6.5 2.92 .576 .574 0.64 
15.0 4.43 .928 .927 0.94 
2.5 1.77 .260 .260 0.32 
9 7 7.0 2.96 .633 .633 0,68 
14.0 4.19 .917 .917 0.94 
2.5 1.75 .267 .267 0.29 
9 9 7.0 2.92 .640 .640 0.69 
14.0 4.14 .919 .919 0.94 
3 0 1.89 .319 
9 13 8.0 3.08 .705 
20.0 4.87 .982 
3.0 1.86 .321 
9 21 8.0 3.04 .705 
20.0 4.81 .981 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
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(Continued) 
n^  À 6/02 
3.0 1.82 .213 
3 8.0 2.97 .544 
20.0 4.70 .913 
3.0 1.71 .296 
5 8.0 2.78 .701 
20.0 4.40 .986 
3.0 1.65 .322 
7 8.0 2.70 .730 
20.0 4.27 .990 
3.0 1.63 .331 
9 8.0 2.65 .740 
20.0 4.20 .991 
3.0 1.59 .339 
13 8.0 2.60 .745 
20.0 4.11 .991 
3.0 1.57 .343 
21 8.0 2.56 .747 
20.0 4.04 .990 
3.0 1.56 .210 
3 8.0 2.54 .517 
20.0 4.02 .874 
3.0 1.42 .298 
5 8.0 2.33 .706 
20.0 3.68 .987 
3.0 1.36 .330 
7 8.0 2.23 .749 
20.0 3.52 ,993 
3.0 1.33 .343 
9 8.0 2.17 .763 
20.0 3.43 .994 
3.0 1.29 .354 
13 8.0 2.10 .773 
20.0 3.33 .995 
3.0 1.25 .360 
21 8.0 2.05 .777 
20.0 3.24 .995 
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Table 11. Size of unilateral Welch-type test. a=.05^  
1^ 2^ 2^ R=1 R=4 R=10 R—xGG R—~ 
3 3 0.388 .0500 .0450 .0465 .0494 .0500 
3 5 0.082 .0500 .0479 .0487 .0498 .0500 
3 7 0.034 .0500 .0488 .0493 .0499 .0500 
3 9 0.019 .0500 .0491 .0495 .0499 .0500 
5 3 0.911 .0500 .0389 .0407 .0482 .0500 
5 5 0.167 .0500 .0453 .0469 .0495 .0500 
5 7 0.068 .0500 .0474 .0484 .0498 .0500 
5 9 0.037 .0500 .0483 .0490 .0499 .0500 
7 3 1.278 .0500 .0357 .0364 .0466 .0500 
7 5 0.215 .0500 .0433 .0451 .0492 .0500 
7 7 0.086 .0500 .0461 .0475 .0496 .0500 
7 9 0.046 .0500 .0475 .0485 .0498 .0500 
9 3 1.537 .0500 .0342 .0335 .0451 .0500 
9 5 0.246 .0500 .0412 .0435 .0489 .0500 
9 7 0.096 .0500 .0454 .0467 .0495 .0500 
9 9 0.052 .0500 .0468 .0479 .0497 .0500 
S^ource: McCullough (1961, p. 36). 
Table 12. Size of unilateral Cochran's test. a=.05 
°1 °2 2^ 
R=1 R=4 R=10 R=100 R=co 
3 3 1.8178 .0500 .0470 .0491 .0506 . 0500 
3 5 1.6622 .0500 .0512 .0520 .0508 .0500 
3 7 1.6411 .0500 .0522 .0523 .0507 .0500 
3 9 1.6454 .0500 .0523 .0522 .0506 .0500 
5 3 2.3525 .0500 .0389 .0408 .0432 .0500 
5 5 1.8955 .0500 .0459 .0475 .0497 .0500 
5 7 1.7865 .0500 .0482 .0491 .0499 .0500 
5 9 1.7412 .0500 .0492 .0497 .0500 .0500 
7 3 2.7788 .0500 .0357 .0364 .0466 .0500 
7 5 2.0865 .0500 .0434 .0452 .0492 .0500 
7 7 1.9270 .0500 .0464 .0477 .0497 .0500 
7 9 1.8580 .0500 .0478 .0487 .0498 .0500 
9 3 3.0825 .0500 .0345 .0338 .0452 .0500 
9 5 2.2165 .0500 .0419 .0435 .0489 .0500 
9 7 2.0240 .0500 .0454 .0467 .0495 .0500 
9 9 1.9403 .0500 .0470 .0481 .0497 .0500 
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Table 13. Constants for optimal conservative unilateral preliminary 
testing procedure, Y^ , a2=a=.05^  
1^ 2^ 
* 
*0 
t2 k 
3 3 .39 1 .564 5 .787 0.313 
3 5 .58 0 .313 3 .336 0.096 
3 7 .64 0 .160 2 .704 0.052 
5 3 .58 1 .842 18 .382 4.239 
5 5 .13 3 .427 5 .099 0.662 
7 3 .16 16 .711 7 .054 2.945 
S^ource: McCuIlough (1961, p. 92). 
Table 14 Constants for optimal conservative unilateral preliminary 
testing procedure, Y^ , a=.05® 
* 2 
1^ 2^ «0 *0 t ri 2^ 
3 3 .51 0.961 5.397 3.086 0.388 
3 5 .73 0.170 2.772 3.086 0.082 
3 7 .83 0.064 1.806 3.086 0.034 
5 3 .80 0.809 8.434 0.385 0.911 
5 5 .19 2.585 5.059 0.385 0.167 
7 3 .80 1.408 12.745 0.143 1.278 
S^ource; Gurland and McCullough (1562, p. 411). 
Table 15 Constants for optimal conservative unilateral preliminary 
testing procedure, Y^ , «g-a=.05 
1^ 2^ 
ft 
0^ *0 
t2 tl t2 
3 3 .39 1.564 5.785 4.3027 4.3027 
3 5 . 66 0.231 3.045 4.3027 2.7764 
3 7 .77 0.091 2.078 4.3027 2.4469 
5 3 .10 18.735 6.123 2.7764 4.3027 
5 5 .13 3.426 5.099 2.7764 2.7764 
7 3 .20 13.038 6.026 2.4469 4.3027 
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Table 16. Size of optimal conservative unilateral preliminary testing 
procedure, 02=0=.05* 
»1 2^ R=1 R=2 R=4 R=10 R=40 R-lOO R«oo 
3 3 .0500 .0484 .0492 .0495 .0481 .0470 .0500 
3 5 .0500 .0449 .0418 .0384 .0422 .0464 .0500 
3 7 .0500 .0480 .0415 .0297 .0280 .0358 .0500 
5 3 .0500 .0453 .0438 .0460 .0491 .0498 .0500 
5 5 .0500 .0493 .0497 .0486 .0473 .0483 .0500 
7 3 .0500 .0406 .0367 .0400 .0489 .0500 .0500 
S^ource : McGulli ough (1961, p. 93). 
Table 17. Size of optimal conservative unilateral preliminary testing 
procedure, Y^ , «2=0".05^  
"1 112 R=1 R=4 R=10 R=100 R«:oo 
3 3 .0500 .0485 .0498 .0498 .0500 
3 5 .0500 .0499 .0498 .0499 .0500 
3 7 .0500 .0497 .0497 .0499 .0500 
5 3 .0500 .0388 .0407 .0482 .0500 
5 5 .0500 .0496 .0497 .0496 .0500 
7 3 .0500 .0356 .0363 .0467 .0500 
S^ource: Gurland and KcCullough (1962, p. 413). 
Table 18. Size of optimal conservative unilateral preliminary testing 
procedure. Y^ , a2=a=.05 
:^ 1 n2 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=10 R=40 R=100 R=oo 
3 3 .0500 .0483 .0492 .0495 .0469 .0470 .0500 
3 5 .0500 .0498 .0490 .0477 .0482 .0490 .0500 
3 7 .0500 .0494 .0486 .0483 .0492 .0496 .0500 
5 3 .0500 .0384 .0336 .0334 .0392 .0438 .0500 
5 5 .0500 .0492 .0497 .0486 .0473 .0483 .0500 
7 3 .0500 .0338 .0270 :0267 .0355 .0424 .0500 
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Table 19. Constants for optimal conservative bilateral preliminary testing 
procedure, a2=oi2=ot=.05 
1^ n2 
* 
«0 1^ *2 t tl C2 
3 3 .47 0.307 3.255 2.7764 4.3027 4.3027 
3 5 .75 0.265 0.633 2.4469 4.3027 2.7764 
3 7 .88 0.213 0.315 2.3060 4.3027 2.4469 
3 13 .98 0.119 0.126 2.1448 4.3027 2.1788 
5 3 .75 1.580 3.775 2.4469 2.7764 4.3027 
5 5 .19 0.235 4.251 2.3060 2.7764 2.7764 
5 9 .55 0.254 0.778 2.1788 2.7764 2.3060 
7 3 .88 3.177 4.690 2.3060 2.4469 4.3027 
7 7 .09 0.222 4.495 2.1788 2.4469 2.4469 
7 13 .47 0.273 0.789 2.1009 2.4469 2.1788 
9 5 .55 1.285 3.943 2.1788 2.3060 2.7764 
9 9 .06 0.241 4.154 2.1199 2.3060 2.3060 
13 3 .98 7.942 8.418 2.1448 2.1788 4.3027 
13 7 .47 1.267 3.669 2.1009 2.1788 2.4469 
13 13 .03 0.267 3.752 2.0639 2.1788 2.1788 
Table 20. Size of optimal conservative bilateral preliminary testing 
procedure, Y2, 0^ =^02=01=.05 
n-] n2 R—1 R—2 R—4 R=10 R—40 R=100 R=oo 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
7 
13 
.0324 
.0298 
.0315 
,0375 
.0343 
.0372 
.0396 
.0436 
.0393 
.0448 
.0463 
.0475 
.0468 
.0497 
.0496 
.0495 
.0497 
.0496 
.0498 
.0500 
.0488 
.0495 
.0498 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 
9 
.0298 
.0451 
.0421 
.0254 
.0464 
.0481 
.0246 
.0489 
.0498 
.0278 
.0496 
.0483 
.0375 
.0478 
.0488 
.0434 
.0484 
.0494 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
7 
7 
7 
3 
7 
13 
.0315 
.0483 
.0456 
.0253 
.0491 
.0499 
.0228 
.0500 
.0489 
.0250 
.0485 
.0477 
.0356 
.0479 
.0491 
.0423 
.0489 
.0496 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
9 
9 
5 
9 
.0421 
.0491 
.0361 
.0495 
.0338 
.0494 
.0367 
= 0474 
.0445 
.0482 
.0475 
.0492 
.0500 
.0500 
13 
13 
13 
3 
7 
13 
.0375 
.0456 
.0497 
.0309 
.0394 
.0498 
.0262 
.0374 
.0488 
.0248 
,0406 
.0471 
.0324 
.0465 
.0488 
.0397 
.0485 
.0495 
.0500 
.0500 
.0500 
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Table 21. Power of optimal conservative bilateral preliminary testing 
procedure, Yg* a3^ ='a2"a=.05 
R=1 R=4 R=10 
®1 n2 X 6/^ 2 ?2 X 5/02 72 X 6/02 2^ 
3 3 
3.5 
9.0 
24.0 
1.53 
2.45 
4.00 
.207 
.463 
.831 
5.0 
14.0 
30.0 
2.89 
4.83 
7.07 
,287 
.588 
.829 
6.0 
16.0 
35.0 
4.69 
7.66 
11.33 
.311 
.580 
.840 
3 5 
4.2 
15.0 
30.0 
1.50 
2.83 
4.00 
.258 
.688 
.894 
5.2 
16.0 
35.0 
2.82 
4.95 
7.33 
.292 
.602 
.858 
6.2 
17.0 
40.0 
4.68 
7.75 
11.89 
.307 
.599 
.877 
3 7 
4.8 
15.0 
35.0 
1.51 
2.67 
4.08 
.289 
.659 
.907 
5.5 
20.0 
40.0 
2.85 
5.43 
7.68 
.295 
.671 
.888 
6.4 
20.0 
40.0 
4.72 
8.34 
11.79 
.312 
.655 
.875 
3 13 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.11 
1.81 
2.86 
.190 
.406 
.710 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
2.06 
3.36 
5.31 
.186 
.371 
.661 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
3.20 
5.22 
8.26 
.182 
.363 
.650 
5 3 
2.5 
7.0 
20.0 
1.15 
1.93 
3.27 
.163 
.405 
.786 
3.5 
9.0 
20.0 
1.99 
3.19 
4.76 
.213 
.525 
.873 
4.5 
9.0 
20.0 
3.24 
4.58 
6.83 
.293 
.554 
.895 
5 5 
2.6 
8.0 
20.0 
1.02 
1.79 
2.83 
.265 
.672 
.971 
3.6 
10.0 
20.0 
1.90 
3.16 
4.47 
.335 
.718 
.940 
4.6 
9.0 
20.0 
3.18 
4.45 
6.63 
.380 
.632 
.922 
5 9 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.97 
1.58 
2.49 
.296 
.666 
.964 
4.0 
9.0 
20.0 
1.91 
2.86 
4.27 
.346 
.642 
.928 
4.0 
10.0 
20.0 
2.91 
4.59 
6.50 
.332 
.672 
.920 
7 3 
3.0 
7.0 
15.0 
1.20 
1.83 
2.67 
.193 
.396 
.659 
3.0 
7.0 
15.0 
1.65 
2.52 
3.68 
.187 
.431 
.772 
3.0 
7.0 
15.0 
2.30 
3.51 
5.14 
.209 
.481 
.837 
7 7 
1.8 
6.0 
12.0 
0.72 
1.31 
1.85 
.219 
.603 
.896 
2.5 
7.0 
12.0 
1.34 
2.24 
2.93 
.277 
.639 
.862 
3.0 
7.5 
12.0 
2.17 
3.43 
4.34 
.302 
.637 
.837 
7 13 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.81 
1.33 
2.10 
.331 
.728 
.986 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.39 
2.28 
3.60 
.307 
.674 
.973 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
2.13 
3.47 
5.49 
.299 
.663 
.967 
9 5 
2.0 
6.0 
15.0 
0.79 
1.37 
2.16 
.209 
.538 
.906 
3.0 
6.0 
15.0 
1.39 
1.97 
3.11 
.277 
.528 
.924 
3.0 
6.5 
15.0 
1.98 
2.92 
4.43 
.288 
.578 
.928 
9 9 
2.0 
5.0 
14.0 
0.67 
1.05 
1.76 
.249 
.545 
.951 
2.5 
6.0 
14.0 
1.18 
1.83 
2.79 
.288 
.599 
.932 
2.5 
7.0 
14.0 
1.75 
2.?2 
4.14 
.274 
.644 
.920 
13 3 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.11 
1.81 
2.86 
.190 
.406 
.710 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.39 
2.26 
3.58 
.192 
.469 
.825 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.82 
2.97 
4.70 
.213 
.545 
.914 
13 7 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.81 
1.33 
2.10 
.331 
.728 
.986 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.16 
1.90 
3.00 
.311 
.722 
.991 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.65 
2.70 
4.27 
. 322 
.731 
.990 
13 13 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
0.68 
1.75 
.367 
.783 
.995 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.07 
1.75 
2.77 
.352 
.760 
.993 
3.0 
8.0 
20.0 
1.59 
2.60 
4.11 
.341 
.748 
.993 
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Table 22. Comparison of Monte Carlo and exact computations 
1^ 2^ e rE(ÂE,ô) PE(AE»8) 
0.00 .0500 .0500 
6 6 3.00 .255 .253 
6.75 .520 .514 
12.00 .776 .772 
0.00 .0514 .0500 
6 12 3.00 .273 .275 
6.75 .559 .557 
12,00 .817 .816 
0.00 .0513 .0500 
6 18 3.00 .285 .286 
6.75 .580 .578 
x2 • 00 .836 .835 
0.00 .0513 .0500 
12 12 3.00 .285 .286 
6.75 .580 .578 
12.00 .836 .835 
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Table 23. Size of bivariate Cochran's test for (fi,f2) = (6,6), a=.05 
1^ 2^ MOT APDF 
95% conf 
MCT 
. int. 95% conf. int, 
APDF 
.01 .01 .0478 .0551 .0403 .0553 .0463 .0639 
.10 .10 .0298 .0579 .0262 .0335 .0514 .0644 
.25 .25 .0183 .0489 .0172 .0203 .0457 .0521 
.33 .33 .0162 .0456 .0152 .0172 .0436 .0476 
.50 .50 .0145 .0435 .0141 -0150 .0427 .0442 
.67 .67 .0164 .0465 .0154 .0173 .0444 .0486 
.90 .90 .0308 .0598 .0269 .0346 .0530 .0666 
.96 .96 .0419 .0606 .0358 .0479 .0520 .0692 
.99 .99 .0486 .0560 .0412 .0560 .0474 .0646 
.10 .90 .0207 .0490 .0173 .0241 .0435 .0545 
.25 .75 .0168 .0466 .0148 .0188 .0433 .0498 
.50 .90 .0201 .0494 .0173 .0229 .0448 .0540 
.75 .25 .0153 .0441 .0138 .0167 .0414 .0468 
.90 .10 .0176 .0439 .0152 .0199 .0395 .0482 
.90 .50 .0186 .0476 .0162 .0210 .0437 .0515 
Table 24. Size of bivariate Cochran's test for (fl,f2) = (6,12), a=. 05 
95% conf. int. 95% conf . int. 
1^ 2^ MCT APDF MCT APDF 
.01 .01 .0500 .0517 .0467 .0533 .0482 .0553 
.10 .10 .0420 .0530 .0401 .0439 .0504 .0557 
.25 .25 .0323 .0504 .0318 .0329 .0495 .0513 
.33 .33 .0284 .0495 .0278 .0291 .0492 .0499 
.50 .50 .0234 .0505 .0220 .0249 .0487 .0523 
.67 .67 .0221 .0554 .0198 .0244 .0516 .0593 
.90 .90 .0320 .0655 .0273 .0367 .0572 .0739 
.96 .96 .0424 .0625 .0357 .0491 .0530 .0720 
. 99 .99 .0491 .0565 .0410 .0571 ,0473 .0658 
.10 -.90 .0300 .0513 .0258 .0341 .0462 .0563 
.25 .75 .0260 .0520 .0235 .0286 .0486 .0554 
.50 .90 .0236 .0565 .0199 .0272 .0508 .0621 
.75 .25 .0247 .0505 .0224 .0270 ,0475 .0535 
.90 .10 .0282 .0493 .0246 .0318 .0451 .0535 
.90 .50 .0220 .0554 .0188 . .0252 .0504 .0604 
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Table 25. Size of bivariate Cochran's test for (fi,f2) = (6,18), a«.05 
1^ X2 HCT AfDF 
95% conf 
MCT 
. int. 95% conf. int. 
APDF 
.01 .01 .0521 .0531 .0496 .0546 .0505 .0557 
.10 .10 .0460 .0529 .0448 .0472 .0513 .0544 
.25 .25 .0370 .0507 .0364 .0376 .0505 .0510 
.33 .33 .0329 .0504 .0318 .0340 .0495 .0513 
.50 .50 .0263 .0522 .0243 .0284 .0497 .0547 
.67 .67 .0233 .0576 .0205 .0262 .0529 .0622 
.90 .90 .0415 .0620 .0346 .0485 .0521 .0719 
.96 .96 .0313 .0662 .0263 .0363 .0572 .0751 
.99 .99 .0481 .0556 .0398 .0564 .0461 .0651 
.10 .90 .0336 .0513 .0290 .0382 .0464 .0563 
.25 .75 .0292 .0530 .0262 .0322 .0492 .0568 
.50 .90 .0238 .0578 .0199 .0278 .0517 .0639 
.75 .25 .0280 .0520 .0252 .0308 .0487 .0554 
.90 .10 .0321 .0504 .0279 .0363 .0461 .0546 
.90 .50 .0222 .0567 .0186 .0258 .0513 .0622 
Table 26. Size of bivariate Cochran's test for (fj^ fg;) = (12,12), a=.05 
2^ MCT APDF 
95% conf. int. 
MCT 
95% coaf. irt. 
APDF 
.01 .01 .0488 .0506 
,10 .10 .0415 .0533 
.25 .25 .0344 .0526 
,33 .33 .0324 .0519 
.50 .50 .0306 .0510 
,67 .67 .0321 .0516 
.90 .90 .0465 .0521 
.96 .96 .0414 .0532 
.99 .99 .0491 .0509 
.10 .90 .0342 .0501 
.25 .75 .0318 .0510 
.50 .90 .0339 .0508 
.75 .25 .0314 .0503 
.90 .10 .0330 .0487 
.90 .50 .0336 .0514 
.0449 
.0589 
.0331 
.0315 
.0304 
.0313 
.0428 
.0387 
.0449 
.0317 
.0305 
.0321 
.0302 
.0309 
.0319 
.0528 
.0441 
.0358 
.0332 
.0309 
.0329 
.0501 
.0441 
.0533 
.0366 
.0332 
.0357 
.0325 
.0351 
.0353 
.0464 
• 0438 
.0506 
.0505 
.0508 
.0502 
.0479 
.0496 
.0465 
.0469 
.0490 
.0484 
.0486 
.0459 
.0491 
.0547 
.0547 
.0532 
.0512 
.0529 
.0564 
.0569 
.0553 
.0534 
.0530 
.0533 
.0520 
.0515 
.0537 
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Table 27. Power of bivariate Cochran's test for (fi,f2) = (6,6), a=.05 
1^ À2 6 Î'ÎCT AFDF 1^ "2 9 MOT APDF 
.01 .01 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.182 
.376 
.603 
.194 
.391 
.616 
.10 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.128 
.316 
.571 
.231 
.487 
.754 
.10 .10 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.152 
.346 
.585 
.256 
.445 
.676 
.25 .75 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.119 
.307 
.563 
.237 
.497 
.757 
.25 .25 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.125 
.314 
.564 
.233 
.478 
.724 
.50 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.130 
.324 
.577 
.239 
.493 
.746 
.33 .33 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.117 
.304 
.557 
.233 
.486 
.740 
.75 .25 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.114 
.301 
.556 
.232 
.491 
.753 
.50 .50 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.112 
.299 
.555 
.234 
.496 
.755 
.90 .10 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.121 
.307 
.560 
.224 
.478 
.744 
.67 .67 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.120 
.313 
.568 
.240 
.498 
.752 
.90 .50 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.127 
.319 
.574 
.235 
.489 
.744 
.90 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.163 
.366 
. 609 
.241 
.470 
.702 
.96 .96 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.184 
.388 
.623 
.228 
.441 
.669 
.99 .99 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.197 
.400 
.630 
.211 
. +16 
.644 
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Table 28. Power of bivariate Cochran's test for (fl,f2) = (6,12), a=.05 
1^ 2^ 8 HCT APDr 1^ À2 8 MOT APBF 
.01 .01 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.240 
.506 
.767 
.244 
.510 
.771 
.10 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
1 
e •' M 
.400 
.671 
.252 
.526 
.793 
.10 .10 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.225 
.494 
.763 
.257 
.532 
.791 
.25 .75 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.165 
.395 
.669 
.261 
.539 
.798 
.25 .25 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.200 
.463 
.742 
.261 
.546 
.807 
.50 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.139 
.341 
.599 
.257 
.516 
.764 
.33 .33 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.185 
.440 
.721 
.262 
.548 
.809 
.75 .25 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.163 
.395 
.669 
.259 
.540 
.799 
.50 .50 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.160 
.392 
.667 
.263 
.544 
.801 
.90 .10 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.171 
.400 
.671 
.251 
.529 
.794 
.67 .67 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.145 
.357 
.620 
.264 
.531 
.777 
.90 .50 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.139 
.341 
.600 
.256 
.517 
.765 
.90 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.163 
.366 
. 605 
.248 
.475 
.703 
.96 .96 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.182 
.384 
.619 
.228 
.440 
. 666 
.99 .99 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.194 
.396 
.626 
.208 
.412 
.640 
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Table 29. Power of bivariate Cochran's test for (£^ 1^ 2' " (6:18), a=.05 
Xl \2 6 nCx iPDF Xg 9 MCT APDF 
.01 .01 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.267 
.554 
.815 
.269 
.557 
.816 
.10 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.190 
.431 
.703 
.263 
.543 
.807 
.25 .25 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.232 
.516 
.790 
.278 
.575 
.832 
.25 .75 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.184 
.428 
.702 
.274 
.558 
.813 
.50 .50 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.179 
.425 
.700 
.277 
.564 
.816 
.75 .25 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.182 
.426 
.700 
.271 
.557 
.813 
.90 .90 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.163 
.367 
.611 
.251 
.479 
.708 
.90 .10 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.189 
.428 
.699 
.260 
.544 
.807 
.99 .99 
3.00 
6.75 
12.00 
.194 
.396 
.628 
.208 
.412 
.642 
Table 30. Power of bivariate Cochran's test for (f]^ ,f2) = (12,12), a=.05 
MCT APDF Xl X2 MCT APDF 
,01 .01 
.25 .25 
.50 .50 
.90 .90 
.99 
3.00 .239 .244 3.0Û .215 .271 
6.75 .506 .511 .10 .90 6.75 .488 .566 
12.00 .769 .772 12.00 .769 .830 
3.00 .213 .271 3.00 .210 .277 
6.75 .486 .560 .25 .75 6.75 . 484 .573 
12.00 .764 .818 12.00 .766 .832 
3.00 .206 .278 3.00 .207 .274 
6.75 .481 .575 .75 .25 6.75 .482 .570 
12.00 .764 .832 12.00 .764 .830 
3.00 .236 .270 3.00 .211 .267 
6.75 .509 .549 VD
 
O
 
.10 6.75 .484 .562 
12.00 .774 .802 12.00 .765 .826 
3.00 .251 .256 
6.75 .521 .526 
12.00 .777 .781 
